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FOREWORD
(

"the-'need-for strong and cdMpetent_adminlatrators of vocationaLeducation.
has, long been recognized. The trapid expansion+ of vcational education pro-

grass and increased. student enrollments have'resu4ed,in a need for increasing
numbers of trained .vocational administrato& at ,both the secondary and post-

socondary_level: Preservice and inservice administrators need to be well
prepared for the complex and unique skills required to'successfully direct

vocational programs.

The effective training of local administrators has been hampered by the
limited knowledge of the eompetencien needed by local administrators and by

11/1)

the limited availability of competency -based materials for t reparation of

vocationaleadministrators. In. response to this pressing nee , the Occupa-
itional and Adult Education Breach of the U.S. Office of Education, under
provisions of Part C--Research of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968,

funded'The Center for a scope of work entitled "Development-of Competency-
Based Instructional Materials for Local. Administrators'of Vocational Educe-

. tion."
.,,

The project had two major objectives as follOws:

To conduct research to identify, and nationally verify the.competen-
Cie8 considered important to local' administrators of Vocational'
education..

To develop and field-test a series of prototypic tompetency-based/-''
instructional:packagea and a user's guide.

The identification of competencies was based upon input from a select
group of experienced Vocational administrators participating in a DACUM
(DeVeloping A Curriculum) workshop and the results of an extensive.and compre-
heriSiVe literature search and review. The, merger of the DACUM and literature
review task statements resulted in a list of 191 task statements that described
all known functions and responsibilities bf secondary and post-secondary
vocational adminiatrators. These task statements were submitted by question-
naire to e.select naiiOnal group of 130 experienced secondary and post- secondary
administrators of.vocational education for verification'. Ninety-two percent
(92%) of these administrators respondd to the verification questionnaire and
'indicated that 166 of the 191 statements were competencies important (median

'`.score of 3.0 or higher) to the job of vocational administrator. For additional
information about the procedures used to establish the research base upon
which this and other modules in the series were devel e4, see The Identifica-
tion and National Verification of Competencies Import nt to,Secondary and
Post-secondary Administrators of Vocational. Education, a Table from The

Center for Vocational education.

High priority competencies were identifed and six prototypic modules and
a user's guide were developed, field rested, and revised. The materials are
organized in modular form for use by both preservice and inservice vocational
administrators. Each module includes performance objectives, information
sheets, learning activities, .arid feedback devicespto help the module user

<
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(learner) acquire the specified co mpetency. While the /modules are basically
salt-contained, requiring. few outside resources, they are not entirely self -
instructional. A qualified resource person (instructor) is ruquired. to guide,
assist, and evaluate the learner's progress.

t The titles of the modules, which reflect the competenejea covered are:

Organize and'Work with a Local Vocational Education Advisory Council
Supervi(e Vocational Education Personnel
Appraise the Personnel Development Needs of Vocational Teachers
Establish a Student Placement Service and Coordinaleoilow-up
Studies .4,

Develop Local Plans for Vocational Education: Part I
Develop Local Plans forVocational Education: Fart II

. - .

,---) For more. information on the development and field testing procedures
used, see The Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials Car the

ryPreparation of Local Administrators of Seconda nd Post-Secondary Vocational
. Education. .For more information about the nature and use of the modules,, see

:-, the Guide to Using Competency -Based Vocational Education Administrator Materials.
Bpth of, se documents are available -from The Center.

Several persons have contributed significantly to the development of this
module on appraising the perionnel development needs of vocational.teachers.
Special recognition,goes.to Barry Hobart, Graduate Research AssOciate, for his
extensive review of the literdture and for his writing of major portions of
the manuscript.

Thanks are also due to Kristy L. Ross, Program Assistant, for tiler editing
and formatting of the module; and to,JGien-E. Fardig, Research Specialist, (or
his critique of the manuscript anci,belpful suggestions. Recognition is also
due to:Robert E. Norton, proloct Director, for yiriting portions f.the manu-
script and for his overall guidance and content- review of the, ma script; and
tb James B. Hamilton, P?ofessional Development in Vocational Education Program
Director, for hs administrative assistance.:

Finally appreciation is also extended to Rust Gardner,-Kent State Univer-
sity; Aaron J. Miller,-Ohio State University; Don McNelly, Univeisitof
TentesSee; and Charles Parker, Utah State University; whb served as field site
coordinators for the field testing; and to the local.adminfstrators of voca-
tional educatien.who used the modules and pro"vided valuable feedback and

.suggestions for their improvement.

S

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The Cehter for Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION

The improvement of instruction offered in their schoolsj'has
6 long been recognized as one of the most impoi.tant responsibilities

facing 10Cal.vocational.adminiBtrators and supervisors. For a
variety of reasons, such as laCk of teacher support, laok of
effective procedures, and lack of appropriate instrumentation,
the responsibility for improving instruction often has been a
frustrating and.4rgeAy unfulfilled obligation: The obligation
to provide the most effective instruction possible can, with
appropriate understanding, procedures, and instrumentation, be
met.

Recent developmehts in performance-based or competency-based
teacher education havt provided us with new concepts, materials,
and instrumentation for the improvement of instruction. New
legislation gives increased emphasis to the necessity of effec-,
tively providing for the personnel development needs of voca- .

tional teachers at both the secondary and post-secondary levels.

As a vocational administrator or- pervisor, you can play a
vitally important role in-the professi nal development & your
teachers. You can appraise their personnel development needs,
and pion relevant inservice education opportunities which will
meet these needs and enCble them to become more effective teachers.
The learning experiences in this module will help you more effec-
tively assume your responsibilities for teacher a'ppraisal. They
Will give you knowledge of the professional skills and knowledge,
needed by all effective vocational teachers, and the principles
and techniques that should be- used in the teacher appraisal
process': They will also help you acquire skill in selecting
appropriate assessMeht instruments and in fo ng.procedureS
for their effective use 0 appraising teach rs' n eds. Together;
the s ills and knowledge you gain from the m ule shoul, ive you
the c mpetency you need to help te.chers improve t eir in true-

. ti 1 effectivenesd.
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Modulo Structure and Use

Thin module contains an introduction and four sequential learning experiences.
OVERVIEWS, which precede each learning ekperience, contain the objective for
that experience and a brief descriprionof what the learning experience
involvds.

Objectives. Terminal Objective: While working it an actual admi trative
situation, appraise the personnel development needs o ra-
tional teachers. Your performance will be assessed bye our
resource person, using' the "Administrator Performance Assessment
Form," p0. 109-111 (Learning Experience

Enabl ing Objectives: \

1. After completing the required reading, describe the instruc-
tional skills used, and the knowledge needed, by effective
teachers (Learning Experience I).

2.( After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge
of the principleso2nd techniques of appraising the personnel
development needs of vocational teachers (Learning Experi-
ence r1).

3. After completing the required reading, demonstrate the
ability to use effectively teacher assessment instruments
for appraising the personnel development needs of vocational
teachers (Learning Experience ;II).

Resources A list of the outside resources which\suppliment those contained
within the modules follows. Check with your resource person
(1) to determine the availability and the location of these
resources, (2) to locate additional references specific to your
situation, and (3) to get assistance in setting up activities
with peers or observations of skilled administrators.

Learning_Experience I

No outside resources

Learning Experience II

Optional

Reference: Helicon, Jerry L., et al. Classroom Supervi-
sion and Instructional Improvement Dubuque, IA: Kendall /

Hunt Publishing Company, 1976.

Reference: Allen, Paul; et al. Teacher Self-A r sal:

A Way of Looking Over Your Shoulder. Worthington, 0 :

C. A. Jones, 1970.
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Learning Experience III

Optional
1'

3-4 peers to role-play supervisors who are assessing your
Ability to present A lesson, and to meet with you to
discuss differences in assessment.

41/ \ A resource person to observe ur lesson presentation and
the assessment discussion which follows, or to meet with
to discuss your reactions to peer assessment.

4

A vocational administrator or supervisor experienced in

successfully appraising the personnel development needs of
his/her'vociational teachers with whom you can consult.

Learning Experience IV

ReqUired

An actual administrative situation in which you can
appraise the personnel development needs of vocational
teachers.

A resource person to Osess yoUr competency in appraising
the personnel developinent needs of vocational teachers.

One or more Estimate of Performance and/or Teacher Perfor-
mance Assessment Forms available from your resource person
to use in appraising the personnel development needs'of,

vocational teachers.

I

Solooted Timms Adm L nistrator -- refers to,a member of the secondary or post-
sec ary administrative team. This generic term, except where
specifically designated otherWise, refers to the community col-
lege president, vice-president, dean, director; or to the
secondary school principal, director, superintendent.

Board -- refers to the secondary or post - secondary educational
governing body. Except where otherwise specified, the term
"board" is used to refer to a board of eduCation and/or a board
of trustees.

Resource Person -- refers to the professional educator who is
directly responsible for guiding and helping you plan and carry
out your professional development program.

School -- refers to a secondary or post-secondary educational
agency. Except where otherwise specified, this generic term is
used to refer synonomously to secondary schools, secondary
vocational schools, area vocational schools, community colleges,
-post-secondary vocational and technical schools, and trade
-schools.

11. 3
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User's Guide For information which is, common to all moduli", much ea proce-
dures for module use, organization of modules, and definitions
of terms, you should refer to the following supporting

Guide to Vein& Comd,ency-Ramed Voentkonal Education Admin-
istraCriiiteris. Columbus, Oki- TIU.--.61WretYorV(Wittional
Education, The Ohio State University, 1977.

This module addresses task statement numbers 81, 82, and 83 from Robert E.
NoAtou, et al.-, The Identification and National Verification or Competencies
Important to Secondary and Post-Secondary Administrators of Vocational Educa-
tion. (Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, 1977). The'166 task statements in this document which were veri- ,

fied as important, form the research base for The Center's competency-based
.administrator module development.

4 -11



Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

Atter completin,) teguirt.d reading, derwrihe the
11!;e41, and the knowledge

needeti, hy elANeel tve leachel!i.

You will he leadinq the mitormaLion shoot, ,"The.
In!;tiuct tonal :4,111.; th;ed, and the Knowledge
Needed, h Meetly,. Teacher," pp. 7-14.

You wtll dvmmt!;trotinq knowlodge of the'instruc-
ttonol .111(1 knowledge aeeded,-by effee-
ttv.,tchor by eompleting the "Self-Checic,"
pp. 21-2).

You i:411 he evalu,ing your competency by com-
paring your completed "Self-Check" with the "Mode'
An!;wer);," pp. 2')-27:

it

4°'
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For information about the instructional' Skills used,
Activity and the knowledge needed, by effective teachers in

classroom and laboratory settings, read the following
information.sheqt.

THE thaTRUCTIONAL SKILLS USED, AND-THE KNOWLEDGE
NEEDED, BY EFFECTIVE TEACHERS

'The supervisiim of vocational instruction is one of the
major respon4Wailities facing the local administrator of voca
'tional educatWi The development and:maintenance of a'_high
quality instkittional program, whether at the. secondary or'post-
secondary level, wi:11 depend to'a large.extent on howwell the
administrator carries out hits/her instructional supervision
responsibility.

It is the supervisor's responsibility to. help plan and pro-
mote'the improvement of his/her teacher's instructional effec-
tiveness.' This.Cannot be done effectively on an ad hoc basis,
but demands a carefully.thought out and comprehensive plan of
superViSiOn,' It,ie the responeibility of the supervisor to
coopertively-plan:with teachers to help themrealize their
potential for improved instruction.

Earlier COnceptsof supervision: we somewhat authoritarian
and superVisore'odften tended to'See..their priIfary responsibility
as that of monitoring, and evaluating the. teachers' instruction.
It is recognized ,today that superviAiOn should be a much more
democratic procegs In which the supervisor createsan atmosphere
.which is conduo,ive to the teachers developing their capabilities
to the fullest extent possible. Thus, the manner in which you
carry out' your responsibilities for.14structional euperVislon, is
as important to success as the procedures used.'

Before the supervisor can help a teacher., develop and improve
his/her instructional competence, the supervisor must be able to
accurately assess the teacher's instructional needs. An essen-
tial partOf such an assessment is an Understandidg of what
constitutes the comprehensive set'of instructional 410.11s and
knoWdedge needed by an effective vocational teacher..'

Generaaly speaking, the skills and knowledge needed by voca-
tional teachers can be clustered into three broad categories:
general, technical, and professional. The general skills and
knowledge includes such content areas as language, sociology,

1For'information on your responsibilities for instructional
supervision, you may wish to el--efer to The CenWr's administrator
module entitled, Supervise Vocational Education'Peisonnel.



psychology, and history. The technicacategbry for a vocational
teacher .refers to the specialized occupational skills and klypwl-.
edge that a teacher must have of his/her own teaching specialty.
The data processing teachers, for example, must'have adequate
technical knowledge and skills in the area of data processing.
(computers, key-punchipg,.card sorters,' etc.). The professional
skills and knowledge area is concerned with the information and '

skills that teachers need in order to be able to effectively
teach others what they know. The concern here is with such 1,_
things as planning for instruction, techniques for carrying.out
the instruction, and procedures for evaluating instructional

(\--

outcomes,

This.Module, deals with identifying and analyzing the prO-
fessional'instructional skills and knowledge that vocational
"teachers should be_able to demonstrate. It focuses primarily
upon those teaching abilities,which'an.administrator orisuper- .040
visor could actually observe in either a laboratory or classroom
setting. These observable classroom andliaboratary abilities or
competencies can be categorized into four major areas:

Instructional Planning.--This categort includes skills and
-knowlddge such as interpreting a course of study, developing
student performance objectives, planning units of instruc-
tion, and selecting instructional materials.

Instructional Execution.--This categoryis concerned with
the actual method's andttechniques of teaching such as con-
ducting group discussions, demonstrating a manipulative
skill, and individualizing'instruction.

Instructional Evaluation.--This category includes the vari-
ous skills'and knowledge needsd by teachers to establish
performance standards and assess student learning. .It
includes such competencies as establishing criteria for
student performance and determining student grades.

Instructional Management.--This- category involves skills and
knowledge such as.maintaining student discipline, providing
for student safety, and organizing the vocational laboratory
which are important to the overall-management of the instruc-
tional program.

It is important to recognize that many additional competen-
cies are important to the com sive development of a. master ,

vocational teacher. Many 'these mpetencies relate to special-
ized areas of concern'euc as progr m planning, guidance, school-
.community relations, student yocat onal organizations, prbfes-
sional development, and cooperative education. The rest of'this,
module is concerned with the competencies that2yould be included
in-one of the'four major areas listed. These /teas. include-,the
abilities which are, for the most part; obServable-and directly
related to the daily claSsroom and/or laboratory instrwctional
program.



-When a comprehensive program of instructional supervision-is
to be provided, the vocational administrator will generally be
most -concerned with the improveMent of teachers! skills in'the
four areas outlined. Some of the specifid competencies which`

teachers need to either develop,or improve ip each of those areas
?are now Considered.

Instructional Planning

This catego y is concerned with the competencies a teacher
needs-in order to effective,y plan for, his or her,daily classroom
and laboratory,Anstruction. Specific competencies include the
teacher's abi'ity to: .

determine' the needs and interests of studentS

develop appropriate student Performance objectives

interpret and use-a course of study to develop individual
units df instruction

develop dailylesson plans
NJ

select and preptAre appropriate supportive%ins trdctilipal
materials' .°I

',Much has been written'about planning, and instru- ctional
planning in particular. The volume of material available on
performance objectives, lesson planning, and other planning
topics symbolizes the'importance of instructiona] planning to
effective teaching. _Without a sound, well-developed.instruc- .

tional plan to help the teacher accomplish what he or she needs
to accomplish in any particular course, the chances,for failure
are great.

Each of the competenC'ies i tie instructional planning cate-:
gbry and the other three catego ies have been addressed at length'
in The Center's Performance-Bas ,Teacher BdUcation Modules2
as well as by maw other authors. In this information sheet the
general nature and the importance of the majo'r instructional
competencids will 1?e addressed.

Student Needs and Interests a

One of the planning responsibilitAes of all. -eeVhers is that
of determining the needs and interest's of Students., Most teachers
will agree that the stilent rathv 4F.. than the curriculum should be

.
yu

%eo...,

2This instructional series, is avaflable from the American Associa-
tion for Vocational Instructional Materials, Athens, Georgia.

9
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the focus of the instructioillal program. Most teachers would also
agree that' they cannot individualize instruction, if they do not
know the individual student §r. It is veryecopmon and perhaps
easiest to plan our instructional activities far the mythital
average student. While many students in a class will` probably
leatn-from that approach, there' ate likely to be several sloWer
an'd several more capable learnei-s for which thia type of instruc-
tion is boring and%onlyopinimally effective, atwbe*t. The best
available information on student 'needs and interesf's should
always be taken'into account so that instruction may be adapted
to the students' personal needs.

.Stud ent Performance 0 'ectives
,

.

.
.

Another impottant planning task that has received consider-
able emphasis in recen 1Years is the development of specific and
measurable student per ormange"objectives. This emphasiS stems
from the act tflat'Stusents learn more quickly and more effec-
tively w n they clear y understand what learning outcomes are
'being S. o ght, It is w deli accepted4hat for performance oLjec-
tiveS to'be optimally ffective in the learning process, they
must indicate; '(14:.Wh t-,:is to bee performed, '(2) under what
cOnditiOnsthe,.perform nce'is to occur, and (3) What standards of
petforanceimuSt be me -.

,

J

While there is, de ate about how rigid the ,teacher ,needs to
be in'specifying objec ives, in these terms, frema practical'
point of view most teachers have daily;evidence thatstudenes
want more preciSe stagementp of objectives.' What teacher is not
continually confronte. byigludents wit1 questions about the
precise nature of Oca,s,°how grades will.be determined, etc.?
Such questions stem f om the students desire to know precisely.,
'what behaviors, arel.ex ected to be deMOnstrated in order td _give
evidenCe of the requi ed learning. 0

,

- .

Since the:writin of good performance
a objectives is .not

ea-sy;,many teacherS will need:help to develop this, competency. .

It is important th4t teachers write not only good objectives but
that they develop objectiVeswhich truly reflect the Skills,.
knowledge, and attic des that.mWt be learned. Alf,three-of the
domains of leatning-LpsychOmotor4 cognitive, anj affective--need
to be considered. '$;arther,jt,is.also-iPportant.to see that the
objectives reflect the level 'or degree of performance that should
,be acquired...

,Units of Instruction

Daily lesson' plans are normally developed from more general
and more comprehensive units of instruction. Units of instruc-
tion On the other hand, are usually developed' by the instructor'

-,using a course of'study as aplanning guide. The 'instructor has
the challenging task of taking a., iven or perhaps self- developed
course of study and further deyel ping content areas.. into full

1 16



N.
blown units of instruction which -are relevant to his/her particu-
lar.studenti. The quality of availableiceu-rses of study varies
widely with many lacking some of the essential elements required.
The administrator-supervising instruction can and should help:4e
teacher,where necessary, to developqthe missing information and
'to.ccinyerttheinformation'provided into relevant units of instru&--

i

instruc-
tion ./. Units, f well developed and focused on carefully chosen
topiCs from 'the course _of study,' help 'provide form and substance
to-t e teaching=learning process. At a minimum, the unit of'
Inst uction should consist of a group of'well-stated objective's,
leaning activities, relevant resources, and appropriate,feedback-
or,e aluatibn activities prepared for use in a specific teaching-
learning-Situation.

3./

,

Lesson Plans 1

d 1

.
.
. . .

If good -units of instruction have bden developed, the task!.
of preparing daily lesson plans is eaSier,but no less important.
The daily lessons are what the visitor sees as he/She enters the
classroom or laboratory door, but they are really the culmination
of the long .process of instructional planning.,

,.

I'llereis often much argument' over how detailed daily lesson
plans shOur be. Regardlets of the detail,decided upon, however,
since it i the daily lesson plan which formsthe basis for

\t

,conducting: he actual class,; it is vital:that each teacher be
competent .a., and.Comfortable with, writing daily lesson planS.
Like units:Of instruction,'lesson plans can take Many-forms and
shapes. Whie'there is littleagreement as to what constitutes
the best for oflesson planning, there is widespread agreement
that all effectiVe teachers do some form of;lesson planning.
Teachers must be helped to develop the type:of.lesson plan mpst
suited to their instructional' style and the type of lessonto be
taught. - 4

. ,
4:,

. .

Supportive 1,nstructional Materials t,

,Whether_prepared, by the, teacher or selected from available
,,materials, 'it is a major responsibility, of the teacher to prepare
or securethq,best possible supportive instructional materials
fqr each lesson and unit taught. While the lesSon plan goes-a
long'way, toward preparing the teacher to enter the'classroom
ready to instruct, some additional help is usua'lly needed to-
op4mize the learning process. That extra help is available in
the form of supportive materialS and /or- media -- materials to read
or-to,write bn, tape or rpcordS to listen to; films or-slides or
other media to view. The,Use of a variety of materials, models,
and real objects adds interest, helps to motivate', and helps.
Students cyltVarying reading.and ability gain more from
the lessons.

Whether selecting or preparing their own instructional mate-'
rials for lessons, many teachers will need help in determining

11



the best materials to use for any given Situaticwi.identifyin
the best sources of materials, and selecting materials thatA
of high quality, When the uniqueness of the less objectivdIS
call for 'materials which do not exist.or which canno e pur-
chased, teachers will often.need help in making their own inOtruc-
tional. materials such as tranSparencies and handouts. Wheth'r,
preparing or ,selecting available material's,. you should'-alwall 'be

'ready to help teachers use materials. which are appropriate
both the lesson' objectives and the needs and interests of,t

_ particular students qinvo,ived.
I

'.Instructional ExecutionoComgetencies
..

. .

This category of competencies is concerned,with,what.
,

ight
be called the specific techniques,of 'nstryction, which wh n[

.21-
properly selected for any, given ins ructionarsituatiden, r: salt
in maximizing the lesoWs effect' ens. For the purpose bf
-this information sheet,_ these techniques of.instruction.ar
grouped' into. the following three basic types of Strategies

individual instructional techniques

small or large group instructional teohniqueS. ,

t

media and. material oriented instructional techniques, i
, 1

_
.

It is the techniques' of instruction which must Ipe. mastered
by teachers in order to effectively deliver the lesson objectives.
Teacher's must learn to evaluatb:the strengths and limitatiOns of

-"the various teaching techniques so as to be able tct select:the
. most appropriatetechnique or combination cif techniques for'
various learning. tasks.. Effective teachers develop the skill and
expdrtisesnecessary to use a wide variety of teaching techniques 4,.
with finesse. Effective use of a wide variety Of techniques. not.
only adds ,interest to theinstrdctional prodeqs but also permits
the flexibility necessary to better accommodate individual (lift-
ferences and learning styles.

As an administrator responsible for instructional sUpervi-
sioix, One :of the greatest challenges you face in the professional,
development of teachers is the need to, continually help ,your
teachers "expandL.upon and improve their repertoire of teaching
techniques. Whilemany.teachers will' enter the plassroomid
laboratory with knowledge and skill.in the use of.only a letii
basic techniques, it'is their acquisition of additional tech-
niques and their improvement in the use of the2basid oneS that
help_them beCome a master teacher. IMproved skill in the use of.
teaching techniques does not come easily tOmany teachers;,effec
tive instructional supervisionlcan do a lot to encourage teachers
to explore new methods and to develop expertise in their uses



IndisiiNal Instructional-Techniques
_

WhileInearly everyone will agtee that vocational instruction
should be individualized or personalized to the maximum extent
possible, it is quite.another thing to actually implement that
philosophy. Teachers will heed constant help and encouragement
-to individualize their instruction.as much as possible- This
vitally importarit concept must be given.more than just lip ser-
vice. Redent developments in the area of competency-based educa-
tion hOlcLgre'at promise for the further implementation of this
long supported. concept. Many other -techniques,.-however, such as
progKammed instruction, the project method, problem-solving,
using students to tutor other 'studentsi' and individualized study,
and laboratory_asSignments can and shounbe utilized, wheneirer
appropriate, to-help meet student needs and interests to the
maximum extent possible. Teachers should be helped in all ways
.posSible to individualize their instruction.

Small of Large Group Instructional Techniques
br,

--1It is in this category of teaching trategies that most of
the Specific techniques belong. While most of these techniques
can be highly effective wcien appropriately used, there is a
common tendency among many teachers to both overuse and misuse
some of these techniques. For example, rather than prepare for

Fan use .a-variety of techniques, each chosen for its particular
.ad Antage, some teachers rely almos't totally on the lectuiiie pr.
it castrated talk technique. While illustrattid talks or even
outright lectures have an important place in the instructional.
setting, their misuse-and overuse for hatever reason is unaccept7
able. As an instructional supervisor, you will"likely need to
hIllp-some of your teachers-become more 'nteresting and more
effective speakers. You. will also likely need 'to encouragemany
of.the same teachers to select and develop skill in the use of
other techniques.

'ome of the other small and/or large'group techniqueswhich'
need o be considerepkncludei brainstorming, buzz groups, sym-,
posi s panel discussions, small, group discUssions, oral ques-
tioning, demonstrations,-team teaching, subject matter_ experts,
and supervised study. In addition, field trips, problem solving, ,

simulation, role playing, and laboratory experiences cah be used
effectively with either groups or individuals. The use of any of
these techniques, however, without adequate preparation and skill
in their use can be instructionally disastrous. As with the .

lecture, the overuse of brainstorming, small group discussion, or
any other of these techniques, can ,greatly reduce their effec-
tiveness. As'an instructional supervisor, you must help teachers
learn to select and integrate the most effective combination of
these instructional techniques for given situations, as well as
help them perfect their skill in the execution of the various
techniques;

..000f
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Medi% and'Material Oriented Instructional Techniques

A large number'of audiovisual techniqUes and materials are
available for use by today's vocational teachers., nese tech-
niques and, materials are Ipersatile tools which can and shduld be
used to make instruction ziloe.interesting and ef"fective. .As with
the other instructional techniques,- you will need to hel0Some of.
your teachers'become more competent in selecting..,therent-.audio-

$

visual technique for given situations and operating they associated.
equipment. TeaChers will also often need help in selecting
and/or preparing the necessary software to use with the audio-
yisual equipment.

SpecifiCally, teachers may need help in becoming competent
users of overhead projectors, filmstrip projectors, slide projec-
tors 16 mm and 8 mm film projectors, tape recorders, and video-
ta011hg equipment., This equipment needs to be readily available
and well ,maintained if maximum effective use is to occur.

'Nothing discourages a teacher more from using supsbrtiye instruc-
tional aids than having to go through a lengthy red-tape proce-
dure t<o obtain the necessary equipment or the necessary software
to use with them. Effective instructional supervisors make every
effort to support the teacher in using different teaching tech-
niques and in the planning and preparation for such use.

One Should not overlook the role that bulletin boards,
exhibits, models, and real objects can play in vocational instruc-
tion either. .Because of the abundance of physical objects
involved in most vocational instruction, the use"of models and
actlial objects are .extremely important techniques for the voca-
tional instructor.

Instructional Evaluation Competencies
4

Any good instructional system includes within it, procedures
and tedhniques for obtaining feedback about 'student learning and
instructional effectiveness. The assessment of student-pe or-
mance in all three learning domains: psychomotor (skills),
affective (attitudes), and cognitive knowledge) must be an
integral paIrt of the instructional process. In theory and in
reality, some evaluation of student achievement should always
occur before the formal instructional process begins. Effective
teachers use some means early in the instructional program to
assess what their students already know and can do, so as not to
waste precious time covering competencies the students have
already mastered.' The individualization of instruction requires
a continuous assessment of individual student progress so as to
effectively provide assistance and appropriate learning experi-
ences at the right time.

14
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The important instructional evaluation competencies include:

establkshing criteria for student performance
%

aslessi.ng student psychomotp, affective, and cognitive
perfo&ance

assigning student grades

" evaluating instructional effectiveness

Establishing Criteria for Student Performance

Here we are concerned with the question, "What criteria or
standards should be used to measure whether the desired level of
student performance has been a6hieved? For too long, far too
many teachers have set up arbitrary and artificial standards by
usiu the norm-referenced grading approach. Most vocational..
educators today are qUick tilagree that criterion-referenced
grading should be utilized, using insofar as possible, actual
business and industry standards to establish the minimum accept-
able levels of performance. LThe determination'ana establishment
of these standards is not easy, however, and many teachers will
need assistance in_ establishing realistic performance tpd product
standards. -4

Assessment of Student Performance

Of allthe tasks confronting' vocational teachers, undoubtedly

%
ioneipf the most difficult is devising, administering, and grading

evaluation devices for assessing student progress and achievement.
The task requires the development and use of numerous and vatidus
types of assessment devices--devices that are valid, reliable,
criterion-referenced, and usable. In vocational education we
must evaluate both ehe process (procedures) used by students in
meeting an objective, and the product they make or create, as a
result of that process. We must also be sure that our assessment,
of student performance.is both comprehensive and representative
of the subject being learned. Most units of instruction Are'
concerned to some extent with.all three domains of learning: the
skills or psychomotor, the knowledge or cognitive, and the atti-
tudes or a fective learning. A variety,of well-constructed
devices--c ecklists, quizzes, exams, case studies, problem-
solving exercises, objective and subjective instruments, and
performance tests- -will be needed to obtain the feedback necessary.

As far as possible, all assessment devices should meet the
following characteristics.

They need to be valid. That is, they should measure what
they claim to measure.

They need.to be reliable: That is, they should measiee con-
sistently whatever they are measuring.

15



They need to be as.objective as possible, so as to allow the
students' performance to determine the score.

They need to be discriminating. That is, they should dif-
ferentiate between studena who have learned and those who
havenot.

They need to be representative. That is, they should sample
all of the important skills, attitudes, and knowledge
covered.

°

They need to be easy to administer and score.

Assigning Student Grades

When a good system of evaluation has been established, the
students shoulokbe informed of the system and their responsi-
bilitiesJ within)it. Many teachers seek student input into a
proposed system before finalizing it, and thereby obtain better
student understanding and acceptance of the grading prwess. The
scoring of examinations. and the assignment of student 04des,
although often a tedious and disliked task, is a necessary and
important function that nearly all teachers will need to perform
with fairness and proficiency. Your role as instructionalSuper-

, visor will again be' to help ensure that the best possible job is
done by your teachers.

-Evaluating Instructional Effectiveness

Truly professional teachers are constantly seeking ways to
improve their instructional abilities. There are a variety.of
ways--student achievement, prae.a.treactions, advisory. committee,
and,of course, the observation of\performance by instructional
supervisors--that can be used to helpa teacher evaluate his/her
overall instructional effectiveness. It is a responsibility that

all professional educators owe to their students.

Instructional Management Competencies

The fourth, category of instructional competencies that are
readily.apparent to the classroom or laboratory visitor are the
Managerial abilities needed by effedtive teachers. The skills
for effective classroom management are sometimes neglected in the
preparation of teachers, yet they are essential to successful
student learning. Research has shown that the organization and
management of classroom and liaboratory experiences by the teacher
are a 'significant determinant of successful teaching,'and suc-
cessful student learning. We can consider these management
skills in relation to two important teaching responsibilities:A

management of student behavior and safety

management of learning facilities'
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Management of Student Behavior and Safety 1

Some of the mostftechnically competent persons fail as
teachers-because of their inability to effectively manage student
behavior-. In order for the classroom or laboratory to be a place
of learning, an environment thdt is conducive to learning must be
established and maintained. -

-,-.The management of student behavior can be viewed from.two
aspectshelping students develop self-discipline, and helping
them apply safety practices while in the vocational classroom and
laboratory. With respect to self-,discipline, tie teacher needs
to apply the following management principles.

Standards of expected behavior are discussed with the stu-
dents in terms of the school's policies and student codes.

Programs are developed to motivate students to uphold these
school standards:

A written code
the students.

avior is developed cooperatively with

.

The 'Classroom an aboratories re organized in ways that,
encourage acceptable student be avior.
. .

N-

Acceptable student behavior is .acknowledged and rewarded.

The environment of the classroom and laboratory and the
attitudes of the teacher are conducive tb the students'
self-discipline.

.--The teacher is fair, firm, and consistent in hand -ling dis-
cipline problems.

Reasons for aggressive behavior are carefully analyzed and
an attempt is made to prevent such behavior in the future.

In helping students follow safety practices, the teacher
needs to ensure the following.

The laboratory itself meets safety standards with-respect to
fire extinguishers, machine safety guards, personal pro-
tection materials and devices, and color codes.

The environment is made safe during demonstrations of manip-
,ulative skills.

He or she uses and demonstrates all appropriate safety
precautions.

17
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. He or she encourages discussion and questions concerning
safety practices.

He or she continually points out safety hazards.

Management 9f Learning Facilities

The management of learning facilities. includes maintaining
a nd managing the vocational laboratory and classroom, and pro-
viding for equipment and materials storage and filing. In man-
aging the vocational laboratory, the teacher has the following
responsibilities.

Organize the tool storage so that the tools are accessible
and convenient.

Requisition and store the %supplies necessary for laboratory
activities.

J

Control the distribution of supplies to the st ents.

Organize the use of available work stations in the labora7
tory..

Organize the laboratory environment so as to maintain appro-
priate ventilation' and temperature, adjust natural and arti-
ficial lighting, and control noise.

Maintain the laboratory equipment and inventories.

Organize and manage student maintenance responsibilities-
within the laboratory.

. (

On addition to. the storage of laboratory supplies, tools,
and equipment, the vocational instructor must also develop and
maintain adequate student and teacher files for the storage of
student redords,41"eferences,' and other classroom materials. The
students will normally need by have access to and refile some
materials, while other materf such as student and teacher
records should be accessible ly to the teacher. Materials and
supplies which cannot be found when needed because of 'inadequate
or poor filing, do not'suggest a well organized and effective
teacher.

Within this information sheet we have briefly reviewed somts)
of the major teaching skills and knowledge that the effective
teacher will'need; these are the skills and knowledge that the
supervisor of vocational instruction must assess in individ4al
teachers, and then, work to improve them were necessary.

2 4
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For the reader who wishes to pursue in depth one pr 'more of
the competencies described earlier, the following selective
bibliography is provided.

The Center's Performance-Based Teachei0Education Modules.
This series of professional competency-based modules con-

.

sists of 100 titles that address the 384 performance ele-
ments identified in Center research as important to suc-
cessful vocational teachers. Particular reference is made
to Category B modules on Instructional Planning, Category C
modules on Instructional Execution, Category D modules, on
Instructional Evalu tion, and Category E modules on Instruc-
tional Management. These modules, developed and field
tested by The Cen_er for Vocational Education, Columbus,
Ohio are publishe-d and distributed by the American Associa-
tion for Vocational Instructional Materials, 120 Engineering

s CenteF, Athens, Georgia, 1977.
.

Instructional Technology, Its Nature and Use by Walter Witti,ch
and Charles F. Schaller. Harper and Row: New York, New
York, 1973.,

.

N
Audiovisual Methods in Teaching by Edgar Dale. Dryden Press:

Hinsdale, Illinois, 1969,

Agricultural Education, Approaches to Learning and Teaching by
Charles C. Drawbaugh and William L. Hull. Charles Merrill:
Columbus, Ohio, 1971.

Teaching Successfully in Industrial Education by G. Harold Silvius
and Estell H. Curry. McKnight and McKnight: Bloomington,
Minot's, 1967.

Secondary School Teaching Methods by Leonard Clark and Irving
Starr. McMillan Publishing Company: New York, New York,
3rd Edition, 1976.
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The following items check your comprehension of the
mAterial in the information sheet, "The Instructional.
Skills Used, and the Knowledge Needed, by affective
Teachers," pp. .7-1q. Each of the ten items reguire
a short essay-type response. Prease axprain fully,
but briefly, and make sure you resp6nd to all parts
of each item.

SELF-CHECK

1. All of the skills and'Vnowledge needed by vocational teachers
are generally grouped into three broad categories. qame and '

brief y describe each category.

1

.el 'e

2. Wi.ttin the professional:knowledge and skills area, what are
ih four broad areas of observable classroom and laboratory
com eencies needed by vocational teachers? Briefly explain'
each area.

3. Identify the areas of competence that a teacher needs in
order to effectively plan his or her daily instruction:

4
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Give at least two reasons why it is _important for the teacher
to assess student needs and interests in preparing for
instruction.

5. Why is it important for a teacher to prepare precise perfor-,
mance objectives for instruction? What characteristics do
well-stated performance objectives' have and what areas of
learning shopd the performance"oblectives address? A

6. The large number of instructional techniques available to
vocational teachers can be grouped into three types of

techniques. Name each, type and briefly explain why a teacher
should be proficient in at least some of the techniques from
each group,.

Whatareas should be covered in effective instructional

evaluation? A

..
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8. What bharactpristics.shOuld good assessment devices have?

°

S

9. What principles need to be followed in order to foster the
development of student self-discipline?

)

10. What"' responsibilities does the teacher have in managing the
vocational labbratory?



..

!compare your.written responses to the "Self-Check"
with the "kodel Answers given below. Your responses'
need not e*actVIduplicate the ModEl response§; how-
ever, you should have covered th'e same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS Pi

- , .

1.- The three broad-categories into which all the skills and
knowledge needed by vocational, teachers are generally grouped
are ..(a.) general skills and knowled9e that inClIples such
important general content areas as psychology.; sociology,
history,. language, and mathematics, (b) technical category
that. includes all the-,specialized skills and knowledge
pertaining to the teacher' particular specialty, and
(c) professional category that includes all theAnowled40.
and skills necessary for tiie tea'cher to be able to effec-
tively teach others what he/she knows.

2. The-four broad areas'of observable classroom and laboratory
competenc4es-pertaining-to the professional category of
knowledge and Skill are as follow4: (a).ihstructional
planting (includes the skills and knowledge necessary to
plan,effeCtively for good classroom and laboratory teaching,
e.g., developing student performance objectives, planning
units of instruction,\-4and selecting'instructionl materials);
(b) instructionalekecution..(includes thecompetencies needed
for the actual teaching task such as conducting group disOus-
slons,,demonstrating various skills, indiVidualizing instruc-
tion, etc.); (c) instructional evaluation (includes the com-
petencies needed by teachers to establish performance stand-
ards and assess studentllearning);.and (d) instructional
management (includes the skills and-knowledge-necessary for
the teacher to manage-effectively, the learning situation,
e.g., maintaining student discipline, providing for safety
procedures in learriing, organizing aearning materials, etc.).

3. The competencies required by a teacher for effective planning
of daily classroom band laboratory 'instruction include (a) the,

, ability to determine the needs and interests of students,
. (b) the ability to develop appropriate student performance
objectives, (c) the interpretation and use of a course of
study to develop individual units of instruction, (d)
inithe development of daily lesson plans, and (e) the selec-:
tion and preparation of supportive instructiOnal materials.

4. Two reasons for assessing student needs, and interests are .

(1) it enables the student to become the focus of iNstruc-
tion rather than the curriculum, and (2') it enables the
teacher to ingividuallze'the ihstruction according.to stu-
dent needs.

25
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It has been shown that students tend to learn more effi-
ciently When they clearly understand the precise outcomes
expected to result from'any particular learning experience.
To give students such precise outcomes, it is necessary to
develdp performance objectives that state clearly in behav-'

'ioral,terms what will be performed by the student as a
result of the leaarnipg, the conditions under which this
perforMance will occur, and the standards that must be
demonstz1ated in that performance. These objectives should
cover the knowledge areas of learning (cognitive domain)",
the manipulative' skills to be developed (psychomotor domain),
and thd relevant attitudes (affective domain).

6. The instructional techni es available tcy vocational
teachers can be classified under three headings. "These are
(a) individual instructional techniques, (b) small or large
groupoinstructional techniques, and (c) media,and. materials'
oriented instructional techniques. Tetchers need to become
proficient in a wide variety of these techniqueseso as to
add interest to their teaching and perMit the flexibility
necessary to accommodate individual4differences and learning
styles.

7. The areas that should bp covered,, in effective instructional
evaluation are (i) establishing criteria for student per-
formance,,(b) assessing student cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor performance, (c) assigning student grades, and
(d) evaluation of instructional effectiveness.

8. Assessment devices should,measure What they claim to measure.
That is, they shoUld be valid and reliable. _In addition,
they should be objective and should discriminate between the
more able and (less able students_ Assessment devices should
cover the field of skills and knowledge 'berg evaluated;
and, they should be easy to administer.

9. The teacher should apply the following principTes in order..
to help students deVelop self-discipline: (a) ,standards.of
expected, behavior should be ,discussed wi'th,the:studebts;
(b) programs should be developed to mOtivatestudents to
uphold these standards;' (c) a written code of behavior
should be developed cooperatively with the students; (d) the
claSsroom and laboratory.should be organized in ways that
encourage acceptable student behavior; (e) adceptable stu-
dent behavior should be-acknowledged and rewarded; (f) the'
environment of the classrooM and laboratory and the atti-
4Lades of the teacher should be conducive to the students'
self7discipline; (g) .the teacher should be fairYfirm, and
consistent in handling discipline problems; and 111)reasOns
for aggressive behavior should be 'carefully analyzed and
attempts made to prevent sqch behaVior in the future.
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10. In managing the vocational laboratory the teacher should
(0.organize the tool storage so that the tools are acces-
sible and convenient; 0a) requisitioiP and store the supplies
necessary for laboratory activities; (c) control the distri
bution of supplies to the students; (d) organize thp ute of

. qVailable work stations in the laboratory; (e) organize the
loratory environment .for such factors as temperature,.ven-

( tilation, lighting, and noise;. (f) maintain the. laboratory
equipment and inventoriesx and (g) organize, and manage stu-'
dent maintenance responsibilities within the laborafory.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed "Self-Check" should have
covered the same major points as the model responses. If you
missed some points or have questions about any additional points
you made, review the material in the information sheet, "The
Instructional Skills Used, and the Knowledge Needed, by Effedtive
Teachers," pp, 7.,19, or check with your resource person if neces-
,sary.

or\

alb
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Looming Experionc II

OVERVIEW

IOptional
Activity

::41111i1100

Activity

After',completing the required reading,-demonsrate,
knowledge of the principles and techniques, of.:
appraising the personnel development needs.of vocal
.tional teachers.

4'

You will be reading the information sheet,
."Appraising the Personnel Development Needs Of.
Vocational Teachers," pp. 31-47.

4

You.may wish to read the supplementary references,
Mellon, et al., Classroom Supervision and Instruc-
tionallliFT3iement, and/or A l'n et al., Teacher
Self-Appraisal: A Way of Looking Over Your Own
Shoulder. ,

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the princi-
ples and techniques of appraising the personnel
development needs of vocational teachers by com-

, pleting the-, "Self-,Checki" pp 49 -51,

'You will be e uating your competency byCoM-
:paring your c eted "Self-Check"with the,"Model
Answers,"'pp, -55. .4

21, 32
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a
For information on the principles and techniques of

Activity appraising the personnel development needs of voca-
tional teachers, read-the-following-information sheet.

14

APPRAISING THE PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS

Introduction

In the first information sheet ofij this module we identified
the threb.categories of Skills and knowledge needed by all voca-
tional teachers-.-professional needs, technical needs, and general
needs. The teacher's rofessional needs include all.the peda-
gogical knowledge, attitudes, and,skills required by the teacher.
to fulfill,his/her responsibilities as a teacher. The teacher's
technic,a1 needs include all the knowledge, attitudes, and skills
related to his /her' occupational area that must be imparted to the
students for their adequate vocational preparation. The teacher's
general needs incite competence ih such content areas as lan-
guage, sociologm,psychology, and history.

In appraising staff development needs, administrators and
supervisors normally concentrate on the first two of Ulese cate-
gories. The professional skills will determine how well the
teacher conducts" the.students' learning process; the technical
skills will determine how relevant and substantive that learning
is for the students' vocational goals. Both are vital to the .

successful attainment of the goals of vocational education.

This information sheet dkiscusses the principles, techniques,
and instruments needed by the vocational administrator to appraise
effectively the personnel deveI,opment needs of teachers. There
ar'e three aspects of this appraitsal that must be considered.
They are (1) the principles that must be observed for effective
teacher assessment, (2) the process involved in such assessment,
and (3) the forms and procedures that are needed to fulfill the
requirements of effective teacher appraisal.

0.

Principles of Effective Teacher Appraisal

-There are at least six principles that need to be observed

il

lbq the vocational administrator for effective a raisal of telicher
performance. Researth has shown that these pri ciples will sig-
nificantly determine the teacher's acceptance q that appraisal;
and his/her response to-it. It is essential, therefore, that you
shape your program of teacher assessment in terms of these prin-
ciples.
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The Principle of Cooperation

It is important forthe teacher to accept the, assessment
program and for the program to motivate the, teacher to pursue
activities of self-development. To accomplish these objectives,
the program must be worked out in cooperation with um teacher.
A program that is arbitrarily imposed on the teacher will con-
flict with his/her sense of professional autonomy, and Cause that
teacher to either overtly or covertly reject the program. Thus,,
the administrator responsible for\supervising the teacher's
instruction must work cooperatively with each of his/her teachers

to design individual programs of assessment and development,that
express the teacher's own felt- reeds and professional judgments.
ITC achieve this and to avoid the teacher feeling threatened by
the program, the cooperation must be genuine. It must not be a
predesigned agenda to be approved by the teacher; but one that is
cooperatively and flexibly worked out by the teacher and the
supervisor together.

The Principle of Consent

Closely allied to'the cooperation of they:teacher, is the

consent of the teacher. Not only does the:progtam of teacher
appraisal need to)pe' worked .out together by the, teacher and
supervisor durinVa pre-obsetvation conference,:'bUt the forms,
nature, and timing of the assessments Used, within, that program

need the teacher's consent. A teacher. Should not be surprised by

the classroom visit and observation of the supervisor. As the
supervisor, you must schedule such visits well beforehand with
the teacher so that the 'visit can.be professionally helpful-and,
productive both for the teachex and for your supervision. When

visits are preartwiged you can obserVe.those aspects 'of a

teacher's perforKance that he/she feels could most benefit from

your obSdtvation, feedback, and constructive criticism. Again,

t4e. fOimof the assessment 'needs the teacher's consent. Foe

example, if students are to be involved in the assessment of the
teacher, then the teacher-nee4S to agree to this. If -the lesson

is going to videotaped for later review and discussion with
the teacher, the teacher must agree to this' also. !

The teacher,Shouldalso be consulted about the instruments
0:0 be used by the Supervisor fot classkooT and. laboratorassess-
rnents. It cannot be expected that the teacher will accept,-the
evalUation that results from the use .of a particular instrument

if he/she does not feel .the-\Ostrument-measures teaching perfor-

mance objectively, comprehenAUfelyraccurately, or reliably,.
A staff development program will not work if the'teacher feels

that, it does not help meet his/her professional or technical

needs. Therefore, the teachet must trust the. adequacy of the

instruments. and procedutes that have. been used to assess those

needs. This trust will mostolikely occur if the,teachet,has
given consent to the' instruments and piocedures used.
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'The Principle of Completeness

e appraisal of any teacher's perfprmance must encompass
h essential knowledge, skilks, and attitudes relating to
acher!s responsibilities. There are a great number a

1 competencies involved in daily, classroom and labwatoF
d Many professional competencies in addit on o

-reserch_41Ags identified and verified 384 p -

Mance.elements needed by iideationaV leach'ekS
professigpal responsibilities.3 Not all these competendies a
needed by, eveky vocational teacher; nor do they all relate to "the
particular concern of this moduld, namely, classroom and,labora-
tory teaching. HOwever, some 47 of these competencies have been
'related directl to classroom and laboratory teaching and, to be
effedtive, any p fessional needs assessment efLprt must address
all of them. I this'does not occur, then the tsAchers will tend
to concentrate on thoSe skills -that they expect will be assessed,
and neglect these that are not. We see examples of this in.
pro4rams that neglect tp specify and assess'the necessary atti-
tudes, as'well' as.the Skills, for effective vocational teaching
pekformance.

Another impel"tant aspect of a complete assessment procedure:
is that it relates to identifying the teacher's strengths. Good
teacher appraisal not only identifies the teacher's. weaknesses
for further-koressional development, but also identifies,the
teacher's strengths. Teachers need to know and appreciate these
strengths in order to make them most product4ve in their teaching:
The supervisor can also sometimes use them as a resource for the
developMent of such'skills in other teacherS. 2

The Principle of Objectivity

-It is 'imperative that teacher appraisal not reflect the per-
sonal whims and subjective judgments of the assessor. In order
to avoid this, the a*sessor should use, as much as possible,
instruments that have Sufficient definition-and detail to ensure
maximum objectivity in the as6essmentiprocess. This, of course,
does.not disqualify 'the professional judgment of, the supervisor,
or the capacity for that judgment to be objective and accepted as
Aue6 by;the teacher., Videotaping the session in which the teacher
is being assessed may_help the teacher to accept the judgments of
the supervisor. Since videotaping allows,the.teacher to view.
his /her own performance, he/she can see documentation of the
objectivity of the assessors judgments.' A variety of methods .,
involving assessments by the teacher's-colleagues, students, and

3Calvin Cotrell et al., Model Curricula for Vocational and Tech-
nical Teacher education: Report No.V General'Objectives--Set II.
(Columbus, OH: The Center.for Vocational Education, The Ohio

'State University, 1972).
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self-check procedures can also serve to indrease .the objectivity

of the assessment by acquiring a variety of viewpoints--if these
procedures are accepted by the teacher.

The Principle of Influenceability

Whatever'is assessed must be able to be influenced; it must

be able to be changed and developed by the teacher. It is coun-

terproductive 'to assess certain characteristics of the teacher
that the teacher .is not really able to change. For example, if
the teacher has a naturally high pitched voice, there is probably
not much that can be done about it. Some personality characteris.,

tics may not be particularly desirable, but may be relatively

permanent. Therefore, it is not productive tow-confront the

teacher with these: What needs to be assessed are those charac-
teristics that can be changed and developed 'by effective staff

development programs.

The Principle of Purposefulness

The program of appraisal must have a clearly stated purpose
which is meaningful and acceptable to the teacher. If bhe

appraisal is used 'for salary determinations,.promotional'possi-
bilities, tenure, and *her such extrinsic rewards, then it is

likely t!o'be threatening to the teacher, and of little. value in

terms of staff development. On the other hand; if the- appraisal

is clearly designed to help.the teacher's professional develop-

ment, ad is seen by the teacher to be used solely for that
purpose-,--then it is likely. the teacher will fully cooperate with

it and will not feel threatened by any weaknesses revealed

thropgh the assessment.

It is reasonable to consider that t e teacher will feel the

purpose of the assessment will really b determined by who sees

the results of the assessments. Theref re, if the program is

truly for staff development purposes, t ese results must be kept.

:'confidential between the teacher and the supervisor. Before the

actual assessment, the teacher eeds to beessured of this con-
fidentiality and told the pur ses of the'rssessment. It should

also be made clear exactly o will receive information from it.
fir

A Model of Performance Appraisal

Having established the principles, that need to be applied in

a program of teacher' appraisal, it is now important to consider -

the design that such a program should take.

To help us appreciate the design-of an effective teacher
appraisal program, let us consider a very common assessment that

most of us experience frequently in our lives,. That is, the
assesknentof the temperature of a room. 'The-instrument used for



this is a thermostat. There arcs seven elements within the /uric-

__ tiening of the thermostat that art similar to the elements of a

rgood teacher perfomakKe appraisal program.

The Model of a Thermostat

The seven elements in the functioning of a thermostat, the

analogy of which can help us in designing a good assessment pro-

gram, are:

!

1. d sensor (thermometer) that measures the temperature of

a room 4
2. an a djustable device that sets a standard that is the

desired temperature tee.

3. a discriminator that compares the sensed information
'(the room temperature) with the standard

4. an effector (switch) that responds to the discriminator
by turning. the activity (a furnace) on or off

5. .some wires for communication

6. the activity itself, (in this case a furnace)

a source of energy (e.g., fuel oil) that powe rs the

activity

Step One: Deciding What to Measure

The sensor in a thermostat measures only one element--room

temperature. For the purpose of staff development, however,

many ,different teaching competencies will need to be measured.
Therefore, the first important gueStion that must be Answered -is

what activities are to be measured. This module confines itself

to the professional competencies of the teacher that directly
relate to the classrooth or laboratory. However,\there are many

.other competencies--such as 'student counseling7-that are impor-

tant in the teacher's responsibilities. But even-in relation to

classroce and laboratory competencies, it is important\ to decide

exactly *hat is to be assessed.

Ope way of deciding exactly what will'be assessed is to use.

an established list of professional teacher competencies as a

starting point. The "Vocational Teacher CoMpetency Profile"

deVeloped by The Center for Vocational Education is one such
listing that may be used cooperatively, with a teacher in deciding

which competencies should be assessed. A `copy of tliis profile

chart which lists.100 different profeSsional'competencies clus-,

tered into ten broad categories, is presented on the next page.-
While it covers competencies beyond those directly related to the

classroom and laboratory, 'its use -will ensure that the assessment
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will be comprehensive. 'Use of this type of competency profile
will allow the teacher and supervisor together to determine What-
competencies ought to be assessed. Other lists of teacher compe-
tencies are available from some colleges and universities and
state departments of education.

Step Two: Determining the Standards of Performance

The purpose of the thermostat is to see that the actual room
temperature is the same as the desired room temperature. In
staff appraisal, we are seeking to determine whether the teacher's
actual professional performance is reaching the desires standards
fok' that performance. ,Therefore, after determining what teacher
competencies are to be assessed, it is important to determine the
standards that are required for these competencies. Here is a
most difficult, task. While it may be agreed that questioning is
an important teaching skill, it is far more difficult to agree on
what level of questioning is satisfactory in any given lesson.
One way to set these standards is to select instruments that
detail carefully 'the components of any competency being measured.
Some recently de';ieloped performance-based teacher education mate-
rials contain criterion-referenced teacher performance assessment
checklists which specify the important components in considerable
detail.4

Vme,colleges and universities concerned with teacher educa-
tion have also developed criterion-referenced checklists for
use in evaluating teacher performance particularly during student
teaching.

Another critical point in determining the standards of per-
formance to be util' ed, is that the teacher and supervisor need
to review. the crit is to be used and reach-complete agreement:on
thwistandards that re being sought.

Step Three: Judging Between the Standards and the Performance

The next step, which is analogous to the discriminator in
our model, is that of determining whether the, standardii haveiloeen
reached. Once the teaching competenci and the standards fqr
those competencies have-been 'agreed upon, someone has,to de.cide
'whether the teacher is reaching those.standards or'not. For
staff development programs, this is a prime responsibility of the
Supervisor of instruction. However, with respect to teacher
morale and motivation it is best if the teachers can also make
this judgment about themselves.

4For examples, see the Professional .Teacber Education Module
Series (At'hens, GA: The American .Association for Vocational
Instructional Materials, 1977).
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It is helpful if the teacher has a good model against which
he/she can judge his /her own performance. Therefore, you might
arrangefbr the teacher to observe another teacher Who has exper-
tise in a certain area. This observation could help the teadyger
identify areas that he/she needs to -develop further.

t should be emphasized that any kind of judgment that you
as awocationai supervisor make on a teacher's performance

Ave useless' if the teacher does not accept your opinion asvalid.
refore,, you needto be certain that your relationship-with the

eacher is such "that the teacher will respect andq accept your
jtdginents.

.

Step Four: Responding to the Assessment

Someone must respdhd to the appraisal of the teacher's per-
formance, otherwise it is a wasted effort. Ideally, the teacher
-OhOuld mak* this response. If the-teacher, is made aware of a
professional need through an effective teacher appraisal program,
it is ideal if that awareness motivates the teacher 'to `seek out
ways of meeting that need'. However, more realtstically, the
teacher andsupervisor together will, respond to the results of
the assessment. For teachers to be able to respond to this
assessment a good staff, development program must be organized by
the:administration within the teaching,, institution.

Step Five: Communicating the Results of Assessment
ti

A number of important decisions-must be made' with respect to
the information that resulted from the assessment'of a teacher.
The first decision is who is to receive those results? The
assessments made for staff development.purposes should ,be used-.
only for staff,development. Therefore,'-the' results should be
kept strictly confidential and the teacher should be made aware
of this' confidentiality before any assessment activity is begun.

The'seCond decision to be made'is how soon after theassess-
ment should the teacher know the results? .Skinner has clearly
demonstrated that immediate feedback is important if it is to
change behavior.. 'Thus,: the supervisor' needs to schedule a post-.
obServation conference to discuss the assessment with the teacher-
as soon as possible after the event. An enthusiastic teacher
will be most ankious to know your reactions to his/her teaching
skills, especially if he/ she respects:your professidnal judg-.
ment. An anxious tea her needs to be _put at.ease. -If a con
ference cannot be s sooneduled son enough, then, if:possible, it is

r5P.helpful. to give the teacher a7brief and encouraging response to
his/her-performance as you are leaving the classroOm.or labora7
,tory. .,..

It should also be decided, how often the teacher should
receive feedback concerning his/her teaching aerformace.
Research has shown that far too little teachegistessment occurs
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must occ r fairly frequently --
for effective staff development. roi the of`effective
staff development, this
especially for beginning,teachers. An appropriate objective
'instrument should encourage the Impervisor to,visit his/her
teachers frequently in their classrooms and laboratories; and to
make those visits constructitie,And helpful to the ongoing profes-
sional development of.those teacners.

A decision also needs to be made regarding how the teacher
should receive the information from theassessment. If it is
- hurriedly icommurricated -schodl. pa ssasewayr useless . A
private meeting needs to *be arranged between the supervisor and

.

the teacher. This meeting should.relaxed, unhurried, informal,
with no interruptions. It should be planned-so that the whole
attention of the teacher and the supervisor can be foduded on the
assessment, and possible responses to it. It isalso helpful if
the teacher, can take-the assessment form away to study it further
and to keep a continuing-record of progress. Most teachers will
get pleasure out of seeing these assessments improving over time.
This is most significant to achievement motivation. If'the
teaching session has been videotaped it is helpful for the tea ex
and supervisor to, review it together. This makes the performandik
appraisal-much more objective, and gives clear focus to the
°assessment conference. . .

ye

Step Six: Designing the Staff Deve opment Program
t

The next step in ;our assessment model is to consider the
type of activity that makes an appropriate i'esponse to the assess-
meniteffort. This activity should be nothing short of a compre-
henilve staff development program.' The purpose of the_assessment.
is to ensure effective staff development.' Therefore the. teacher
appraisal, the prtocesses and instruments used *within it, and the
inlitormation stemming from it should be diredted toward designing
and implementing a program for effective teacher deveropmertt.
This program needs to be individualized to,meet, the particular

.needs,df,the.teacher, compYehendiveto cover all those needs,.
convenient to the teacher in terms of times and. eflergy demands,
continuing, and rewarding. The mdst important thing to emphasize
here is that assessment is not an end in itself. It must lead

'directly and clearly to purposeful and rewarding action in.terms.
of teacher development. Each assessment event shoUldiend,in an
agried plan of action for improving the teacher's performance.

/'
Step Seven: Undertaking the Staff Development Program

The bept.designed staff development program will fail with-
out acceptance and'support by the teachers for whom it isJdesigned.
Thus,- the energy for the program lies in the teachers'.motiva-
tion. It is-important to stress that the effectiveneEis of a
staff development program stemming fiom the type,of teacher
appraisal model being discussed here depends heavily on the
teachers' enthusiasm to .suppori'that program. That enthusiasm



depends in part on what outc9mes the teacher con expect, from the
program. There are two type of outcomes that need, to be cdn-
,sidered.

First, thereare those outcomes that result from improAllik
A

teacher performance in,. the classroom and laboratory. These out-
comes are called intrinsic, motivators and.are 4 far the most
important to teacher satibfaction. If the staff development
Trogram leads to improved performance by the teacher, and to
increased responsibility, 'success, achievement, and self-

then the teacher will be motivated to suppoef the
-program-- and-w-ill -continue to try to -improve-her -performance
That is, if the staff development program leads to increased
satisfaction from the job itself/ then the program will be sup-
ported by the intrinsic motivationS of the teacher.

Secondly, 41-ere are those outcomes that do.not-result from
the task itself, but are gained as a result of doing a better
job. Such outcomes are a better salary, promotion, t nure,
fringe.benefits, better relations with the supervise or other

..staff members, etc. These are called extrinsic m ivators
because, they encourage people to Rerform tasks or _rewards other:
than satisfaction from the, task' it elf,. They are, however,
important. If a teacher is expected to spend time and energy in
professional development, and.to make some sacrifices for this,
then some tangible rewards algo need to result from it. Increased
pay has been shown. to be-a sttong incentive,

In'summaryi a combinati41 of both intrinsic
. .

an eictrinsic,and
rewards need to result from'the stafik development program if 4t...
is to be enthusiastically pported 'by, the 'staff.,

Forms and Procedures f r Teacher Performance
t

There are various forms of feedback.that can'b valuable to
teachers in assisting them to perceive their professional strengths
and weaknesses, and to react positiveW to tOese perceptions.
Each of these forms has its own particular strengths.anthweak-
nesseslmehey fali.into four categories of assessment. These are
(A) 012111WAssessment, (b) supervisor assessment, (c) peerassess-s-
ment, and (d) student assessment.

Different types of information will tend to flow fromeach
one 'of these and, therefore, the decision to use any..one will
depend, upon thertype of information required. The most important
in terms'of staff development is the information that-the teacher
obtains\from,self-assessment, and from meaningful interaction-
with the supervisor as a result of supeivisor assessment. How-
ever, an ongoing progtam of staffAlevelopment May, over time,
araw on all four forms of assessment, so the advantages and
limitations of each needs to be consider

41
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Self7Asse's8Meni

Self-assessment includes all the'effortS of. teachers .to
assess their own profesdional performance. There are a number of

. advantages in this form of feedback. These are

The'teacher's- own motivations are operating e nd,. therefore,
he/she-probably will be more willing to accept the'xdsults
of the assessment.

Lama:use this_form of_aasessmentis totally confidential, it'
will be the least threatenIng--the teacher alone knows the
results, and alone determines what is done with those results.

can ericourage.professional self-development, which is the
ideal mbtivation for staff development programs.

AI It has'a great deal of flexibility in that' the .teacheg can
determine exactly when to use it' and for what purposesp,and
does not have to fit, it into, someone elss schedule.:

3,

The teacher can focus on exactly the ,professional' elements
that concern him/her, and does, not have to accommodate some-
one else's judgment's.

Some 'of the disadvantages Qt this-form..Of assessment' are as
f of loves .

The teacher's concentrati n on the teaching task can be diS-
tracted.by.his/her-effor at sel'f-assessment-

..41 The teather may not bq. perceptive of hiS/her real 'weaknesses.

The teacher -may not be Abi.e.to pick up p-distracting habits,
having become so used to them. ,

°

Self-assessment may cause some teachers totbecome too,intro-
spective and self-critical, this. may cause them to' haver..
"untjustified feelings of inferiority.

The teacher May not recognize his/her strengths because of
too much concentration on weaknesses. <,7

The teacher's assessment. max be too subjective to measure
such,impo tant factors as riapport with students, warmth,
riendlin lstp.

New teachers may, have insufficient experience in recognizing
good and bad teaching characteristics, andmay not be able
to make valid comparisons of their own teaching.
a
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Supervisor Assessment

' Assessment by the supervisor can be the.most important feed-
back.for the teacher in terms of his/her professional development.'
UnfOrtunately, such assessment tends to occur far less frequently
than' is necessary for effective,staftdevelopment. The advantages
of this form of feedback to the teacher.are:

.

The supervisor is 'able tosbring to the assessment a wide
range of professional experience.

.

It can help in establishinga_cooperati..Me.MrOiang_relatIon7
, ship between the teacher and supervisor for the. teacher's
professional development.

It helps the. supervisor to know his/her staff well, their
strengths and weaknesses, their professional needs, and
potential.'

o .
_

It encourages the supervisor to establish and maintain an
effective staff' development program.

Some of. the disadvantages of this form of feedback,to the teacher
are:

It is more, threatening to have the supervisor, who is an
.authority figre, assess. the teacher. ;.

Because the supervisor may also ha Pe to assess the 'teacher.
'for purposes of tenure, promotion, salaryi etc., it is
sometimes difficult for,the teacher to feel confident that
this assessment is purely for, professional developmeht
purposes and will not. be used for the more threatening,
administrative decisions.

If the principles for_good assessment are not used by the
suerviSor, he/she-will:tend to be cast in the role of
"inspector" or"overseer" rather than that of "helper".that.
is so essential to ,effectively suppofting and .influencing
the teacher..

Because of the heavy schedules-of most supervisors, it is
often.difficult to arrange this assessment, with its-neces-
Sary follow-up, at times that are;c9nVenient to both the
te'acher and the supervisor.

Peer ASSessment

Thi4 is any fOrm of assessmentof.a.teacher by. his/her col-.
leagues. A teacher may invite a colleague to sit in.,on &lesson
.and give feedback about various' aspects of the lesson that they
have discussed together beforehand..

4 3



.01ale method of peer assessment that has been shown to be
effective for t4profeesionat development of new teachers it0a
°team method by rich teachers join together to encouragerand
assist each other in their professionardevelopment. rik team
migtt consist, of two, three,,or fobr new teachers, and one expe-
rienced teacher who is NOT an authority fiqure. ; The team together
works out a program of assessment whereby each member-is assessed
by the rest of the group. If possible, the group observes a
lesson given by the member being assessed, having agreed before-
hand on the instruments to be used, and whether various members
of the team will concentrate Qnse,LetecLaspects-of the teachirig

not possible for all the group to observe the
'Ieeson, it may be possible for the lesson to be videotaped,' and
observed and discussed by all members of the grouri.later. After
tkis observation, all memberA of the team 'meet together to dis-
cuss the lesson, and to discuss ways of. helping,to.develop their
teaching skills.

For thip method of peer assessment to work, the folldwing
guidelines deed to be observed.

The teacher being evaluated must have the opportunity-to
react to the assessment, to disagree, and to call a halt to-
the feedback when he/she has had enough.

r
The assessment must be stricely confidential within the
group with_ the. assessment instruments being given to the
assessed teacher and no records being kept by'the other
teachers. e -

The composition of the team must-not change without the
unanimous consent of the t9am.

.

Complete opermess must be established 1?y,the team,otherWise
it tends to become. a Mutual admirationteam where each cOn-
gratulates the other,'or it can becomea gfoup that tende to
hurt each other.

"\'There should be only.one experienced teacher in the team.
This teacher must not hold a position of authority in the
administration of the institution.

The experienced teacher should not hie of an authoritarian(
character: Such a'person would tend to-inhibit the interac-
tion of the group.

-The'adVantages of peer assessment toithe .teacher,are:

Research has shown that teachers tend to be influenced most
by the judgments of their colleagues..

Except for self-assessment, this is the least threatening
form of ,ssessMent.
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It encou ges the development of professional relationships ,

among the staff.'

It spreada the burden of staff assessment among other staff
members and relieves some of the pressure put on the super-

.0vksor.

It focuses on professional performance for staff development
rattier than inspection forsalary and other r.elated adminis-.
trative decisions.

It increases- the-validity of the assessment by offering a
variety of judgments by a number of c011eagues.

It establishes a system whereby teachers can see the-effec-
tive skills and ideas of their colleagues,,and 'apply these
in their own teaching. ' ,

L .,,
Some of thE( disadvantages of this form: of asaessment'ire:

It may be ineffective if the peers are not absolutely honest
with 'each other.

A group of teacher'is sitting in on a lesson may disrupt, the
class, more than'the 'presence ofjuat,one supervisor.

It' is more difficklltto coordiate the schedules of a nuinber .

of other teacherSISethat they can all'see the lesson
togethet..

If it is not handled well, it nay create interpersonal
resentment among the staff. .

A peer.asi ssmerq team may bp:ineffioient in terms of the
time demanded-of!thk members involved. ffowever, the
assessment does not occur frequently, Ten;it is. f little
worth to any one.

Student Assessment

This,is any form ot assessment of the teacher by his/her
stildentjp. Itjs.initiated by the teacher, and the feedback is
seen only bitEthe teacher so it is strictly confidential. The
advantages this form of.feedback to the t46cher are:-

The students have had the'maximum exposure to the teacher's
skills and therefore have the greatest sample of those
-skills on which to make-a judgment.

The .Students are the most affected by the teacher's compe-
tencies and 'are, therefore, in one sense' most concerned
abotit the teacher's effectiveness.
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In the'most absttact areas of te aching skills, such as
arousin nterest and motivating, the, students themselves
can bes make this judgment.

The'teacher is more likely to accept an opinion ,that is
expressed by many persons than by just one person.

It can assist in establishing a trusting a na favorable eels-
Xionship between the" teacher and the students if the students
become convinced by their involvement in such assessment that
the teacher is making a genuine effort to 'improve his/her
teaching.

Some of the disadvantages of thisform of feedback to the teacher
are:

Students,may-not be perceptive of what constitutes .good
teaching in some areas of teaching.

Studehts.ratings may be more influenced by their grades
, than the teacher's skills.

It may make student discipline more'diffibult for the:
teacher to maintain.

General Principles of Assessment
-

With any of the above forms of assessment, there are sour
general principles that, need to be. observed ,so as topake th
actual assessment most effective. These should be carefully
considered and followed' Where 'relexiant to the program of assess-
ment.

) .

The person doing the assessing should be as unobtrusive 'as
possible, both to the teacher and the students. It is often

'best if the assessor Sits at -the back of the class, behind a
student so that the teacher has a minimum view of him or her.

The assessor can'disturb the teacher by periodically writing
- down comments in a noticable, way. The-teacher will wonder
what he/she did to cause the assessor to react. Therefore,
the assessor should record comments and judgments in an
unobtrusive way. This can be done by sitting behind a
,student.so that he teacher cannot notice when the assessor

, is recording reetions to the lesson.' If the assessment is
being done in a, laboratory, it may be impossible for the
assessor to record such reactions unobtrusively. I,n this
cas, it, may be better for 'the' assessor to wait until the
observation is over before recording any reactions.

The assessment should not be discussed with .students, or any'
'other person unless specifically agreed upon by the teacher/.
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Assessments for staff developMent should be arranged before- ."
hand. Times, instruments to Se used, procedures, and compe-
tencies to be assessed should have been worked out with the
teacher beforehand.

The assessor should do everything posSible to put the teaCher
at ease by disOiaying a friendly, supportive, sympathetic
'manner.

Asv4ssment relating to staff development programs must be
'se-ehto be subjedt-Eo Ehe teactierrs professional autonomy,
and, therefore, an expression of the teacher's own motiva-
tions and professional initiative. Thus, the assessor needs.
to convey the impression tcl the teacher, and the students,
that the teacher is in control of the situation.

..:The 'assessor needs. to. observe the lesson, long enough! to be
able to make a validljudgment of the competencies being
assessed.

4
The assessor should give the teacher a written record of
his/her reactions so that the teacher may study them at
length.

Feedback from the assessment should occur as soon as possible
after the assessment, and be positive and helpful.

Thus, it can be seen that an assessment program needs to be
designed and executed according to definite principles and estab-
lished procedures if it is to be effective in generating a worth
while staff development program

I Optitimil
Activity

%WOO observation, and the post-observatiop conference);
and/or Allen, et al., Teacher Self-Appraisal: A Way
of Looking Over Your Own Shoulder (presents informa-
tion on methods of; and techniques for, appraising
teacher personnel development needs.

g

You may wish to'read the following references:
Aellon, classroom.Supervision and Instructional
Improvement .(discusses-new directions in staff super -
vision; the pre-observation conference/ the classrocim
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The following items check your comprehension of the
material in the information sheet, "Appraising the

Activity Personnel Development Needsiof Vocational Teachers,"
pp. 31-47. Each of the thee it ms requires a short
essay-type response. Please exp ain fully, but

limpr and .make sure you respo d to all parts of
each item.

Iftlf4W4.11C

-

1. What are the principles of effective teacher appraisal that
are being neglected in the following incidents, and hover ig
this neglect shown?

a. The vocational supervisor informs-a teacher thdt the
supervisor will be visiting the teacher's classroom
within the next two weeks to observe a lesson.

4W.

b. The supervisor tells the teacher that, for the purposes
of -staff development, what he is really interested in
measuring is how well the teacher motivates the stu-
dents--for he believes that motivation is the most
important factor in learning.

I
c. When the suiSgisor observes the lesson, he writes his

reactions on,a piece of yellow note paper that he bor-
rows

-from the teachei.



I

d. In discussion later with the teacher concerning his
assessment, the supervisor remarks on the teacher's
lisp,'though he assures the teacher that it was not

--verypronounced.
t

e. the supervisor informs the teacher that'he is going to
videotape a portion of the next lesson he observes,.80.
that their discussion, can be more objective. The s

class, however, the supervisor inises that_it Kill
teacher is mot pleased with,this*as it may the

s
help"their laterAiscussiori..

f. When the .interview is.comPleted, the teacher asks' the
supervisor for his written comments. The supervisor,
however, says that he prefers to keep theth for future'
reference.
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(Briefly describe the major steps iivolved in- an effective
assessment program.

'3. Compare and contrast student assessment and super sor
assessment of the teacher's classroom and laborat teach-
,ing, dompetencies..

d
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Compare yqur.written responses to the "Self-Check"
with the "Model.Answere given below. Your responses
need not 'exactly'duplicate the model responses; how-
ever, you should have covered the same mayor points.

14010.I. 'ANON E RS

a. The first principle that the supervisor violated:is
cooperation--the supervisor and. the teadhershould:have.;
met to work out an assessment program which was agree-
able to both' individuals. In this incident, the vdca-.
tional supervisor informed the teacher'of.the impending
classroom observation rather than determined a speci-
-fic date.and time together with the_teacher.

. The principle violated, in this incident is that of com-
pleteness. The supervisor restricted his attention to
assessing theteacher's capacity to motivate students.
While this single aspect of effective teaching.is
important, it should have.been assessed in relation to
the many other competencies that.are'also involved in
influencing student, learning. The staff assessment
program thould consist of several ob4ervations to
assess different aspects of the teacher's performance.

c. tThis incident violated the principle pf objectivity.
When making an observation for the-purpose. of assess-
ment, a supervisor,should use a detailed assessment .
instrument in order to make the observation more objec-
tive. This supervisor didn't use-ail assetsment.instru-
ment. The haphazard meth o0 of assessment has the fol-
lowing shortcomings: (1) 'the teacher is not aware of
the elements on which he or she is being assessed,
(2) the supervisor may not remember all the .elements he
or she wishes to assess:

Mo.

illr

d. The Supervisor nosed the principle of influence-
abill.lity.in th eremarked on a speech defect'of the

3teacher.
changed;

al characteristics such. as this usually
ccannot be hanged; therefore, they shouid_not be evalu-

ated. _

e. In this incident, the supervisor neglected the princi-
1 ple of consent in that he insisted on videotaping the

next lesson in .spite of the teacher's objection. Even.
though the supervisor'S reasons were probably sound,, he
should have' tried to change the teacher's mind and
obtain his o-r her consent, or drop the idea of video-
taping the lesson., Videotaping under - these circum-
stances may influince negatively the eacher's'perfor-
.mance while being observed.
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Z.

f. The principle of purposefUle. S4 ignored Jai this
instance., They teacher prokoveoll, Nood-it difficult to
imagine that the assessment/ liVfX10retY Or ttle-teaCher:s
own personal profesisional 441*-Y-Nist.oevAllAh4 would .:

be used .solely for that ppeth04 1phin,:thee*Lipelt44Writ
.

insisted on keeping theiteekttiffistAre'tefereffbe.
A supervisor ofteh doe* ha (e Vbh,tik018640.41inen,,,t0 of
teachers for officialotiteco" 'it, ttig4e 0100411 beAltibpt
separate from those ft,,r 4 t!t,develvOne0:190408e0,ti4

.
. V .6...4Land should be treatdd diffVkhst l'.. . 1VHOV

14 ,:%.,

There are seven major steps invv.4 4%-ukti-an erfettP43.480041*
ment program for.staff'developM01 g. 4t,00. Aele iFe'.
(1) determine what is to be meakrAwyo02),Cohesitw the .,1

..,.

standards at which the teaching pAkrNoice tmlOt Ve 641100P` k. , -

strated, (3) judge the teacher'§ h ..an nce somiost-th00% ....
st'andards, (4) respond to ,that 1100NOW, (5! cgthiOlqoate the
results of the assessment to thh 'All cit. be .tag 480!Noed,
(6) design cooperatively .a perSq00.0-;%veloPkent glkin-for
the teacher based.on the resulth At a'% 00e8t504104
.,(7) motivate the teacher to.undhfAW khe Staff deNIOPMent
program.

,
.

.

,

. In student assessment, the stud Ple. OPei-iehoi4 a 014
Ica% el, tdeal of the teacher's skills an4:.PoNge eild tekefOrOs

.they have a greater sample On wA"' maxertheirAdgment.40 .'The supervisor, on the other ha40( rAd, Ave observed only
one or two lessons of the teach Al. WO, 11141,a loch
more restricted sample.

4
Ac e,

In student assessment, many sets vL fivvip000e,fit in being
recorded as oNposed to only the 010074elor's'texpotlfte0-
Therefore, if all .or a majority t'f'a._ettiderIts' fettponses
mention 'a particular Weakness, tOle ea;:het will tend to' be
more persuaded that such a weaknOtte ,fa.etf). It is osier
for the teacher to feel that thele, 1.40,0fla obaePlation-Of,
the teacher's weakness is an errt;otvi: ttle oupervisOtio part
than for the teacher to maintain Ole all the OtUde4t0 ate
mistaken.

at -

Student asses4Ment can be underto,- AA1 arty time cOrivenient
Y bt1to the teacher whereas assessmefte.OPervisof 111.0 bd

more difficult to arrange becausv i)t s ` 6cheA11140. The.y
students can better judge such atoliCtrt,Of the teacher's
skills as the capacity to motiva0' dhZkage interest, explain

vt,,

clearly, etc., because theestude0 t klvt, gelyee be,'most
aware of these experiences. How0Pvtifeoe eaPervisor brivga
a great deal'of.experience to tN SIV%ment, sad PEI, 'there-
fore, better able to make valid yliqyil abott th0-teacbiliq:A.
performance. The superviSor will OStie% inflUenCeel,by 4ENIC,1,
factors as the student's grades; t"Ntactol'S May PteiUdife'
the students' judgments. The sul"14h 0is more 1ely
understand staff development neeqA the studen0 and' ,
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will, therefore, make judgments that,are helpful to achieving,
6staff development goals. Finally, with either form of
assessment the principles of good assessment must be.V.gor-
ously followed. If note-the assessment will adversene
affect the relationship of the teacher with the students or
with the supervisor, and tend to demoralize the teacher
rather than motivate him/her toward self-improvement.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed "SelfTCheck" should have;
covered the same major points as the. model uhsponses. -If you
missed some points or have questions about ihy additional points
you made, review the material in the information sheet, "Apprais-.
ing tLhe Personnel Development Needs of Vocational Teachers,"
pp.' 31-47, or check with your resource person if necessary.

C

9
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Learning Experience III

OVERVIEW

1

After completing,the.required reading, demonstrate
the ability to use ieffectively teacher assessment
instruments for appraising the personnel.develop7
mentkzdlitof vocational teachers.

You will'be reading the information sheet, "Teacher
tasessment Instruments and Theik Use in Appraising,
thePersonnel Development Needs of Vocational
Teachgrs," pip 59-85.

°

You will be reading the "Case Situation," pp. 8"7-90

Achirity j and "critiquing a hypothetical teacher's ability to

develop student' performance objectives.

You will be e luatipg your compet5ncy in ec- 1.

06
tively using:

4
cher assessment instruments for:;

appraising t personnel develOpment needs of voca-

tional.teachers by comparing your completed crir

tique with the "Model Critique," pp. 9l-95:,
-7

continued

%



OVERAEW qtntinued

fir Optional'
%Activity

In

You may wish to participate in a ser,ies of simu-
lated activities which will allow you to:experience
the intetaction.petween a supervisor and7a teacher.
being asseegese

You may wish, to interview a vocational adminis-
trator or supervisor who has seen successfully
Appraising the personnel developmeht needs 'of 'his/
her, vocational teachers.

O
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For examples of, and information on, specific instru-i
ments and their use in appraising the ONsonnel
developmeAt needs of vocational teadhers, read the

following information sheet. f

TEACHER ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR USE IN APPRAISING,

THE PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS

Intro uction

The important principle of o jectivity that needs to.be
observed,in a.teacher assessment program requires the use of

'effective assessment instruments. Unless such instruments are
used, it is virtually impossible to conduct good objective assess-

ments. And if obiedtive assessments are not Mtde,.the assessment
is likely to have.'Such adverse effects on teacher morale and
motivation:that-it-mbuld-be-better if_theyAid.not_occurat all. 4

Within'this information sheet, therefore, marious instruments and
their use are discussed, so that you,:as a vocational supervisor,
may be able to-.construct or select instrilOnts that will asSist,
iou in achieving the goals of an effective teacher appraisal

Program.

Charactristics of Good Teacher Assessment Instruments

The characteristics of good teacher assessment instruments

will vary with the spedific purposes of, the instrument and the

.type of assessment being made. The purposes of assessment range. \,

frOm the intention to make a fairly general estimate of ple.
teacher's'-ability to perform a cluster 9f relatedcompetencies
(such as the ability to conduct a laboratory session), to a
specific analysis of the teacher's performance within a particu-
lar competency (such as, the ability to employ, oral questioning-

p9chni9ues). While the types of questions and the amount of

etail appropriate to any instrument will depend in p t.on the

paFtiCular, purpose and type of asses9Ment, several chltacteris-
ics are important to any assessment instrument. These include:

The Instfupient ghould'be measuring what it purports to mea-

sure that is, it should be Valid,
\

41.The instrumen,t-should be consistent in is measure; that is,
should'be-"reliable.

4
Evaluations with the .instrument, should be similar for any
judgment-9n a teacher, nomitfer who uses it, provided that
theipersohS using have similar expertise forTjudging
.effective, teac4ng. This means' that the evaluation madef
with the'instrument is as obj'ecbive as possible. .

5.9
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There should be sufficient. detail in the instrument. to allow
for a careful analysis of the competency or competencies
being evaluated. The tendency is that the more general the
questions, the more. subjective the judgment must be in
responding to those questions.

The questions in the instrument should be stated, as far as
possible, in perforMance terms. Performance statemeftts
encourage the judgments of the assessor tol:se objective.

The instrument should not be so detailed and lengthy,as to
be impractical to use, or unrealistic in its precision.

The questions in the instrument should thortughly'cover the,
competency or, competencies that it purports to measure.

'evels. Of Assessment

We chn consider th ee general. levels of assessments and
their characteristics. Riffezient types of assessment instruments
will be needed for'each orUese levels. The first levef of,
assessment is a very general, overall assessment of teachers
which seeks to categorize them as good, average, or weak.. Mhny
instruments are designed for king such a general evaluation of

typeteacher's skills. Yet, this of evaluation is highly suspect
for the following reasons.

The skills involved ,in teaching are many and complex, 'and
all teachers will tend to be stronger in some areas than in
others.' It is; therefore, inaccurate to assess, teachers as
though there is one skill alone that determines Whethdr,they
are strong or weak.

A "halo" effect genbrallyipccurs whereby one dominant char-
acteristic or skill of the teacher causes the 'assessor to
rate the whole of the.teacher's capabilities according to
the strength of that particular charact ristic or skill.-

. ThI4Aseessor tends to be very subjective in the assessment
because tle parameters of teaching are not detailed enough
to permit objective assessment.

TOP assessment gives no real guide to the teacher for.per-
sOnal development as it does not specify clearly enough
areas,.of strength And weakness.

The second. level is an ssment of a combination '-of skirls
in a unit-of instruction. An ample of this is observing a
clasSroom or laboratory lesson as,an integrated whbieand assess-
ing the strengths and weakteises of the total lesson. This
asset may look at the teacher's skills in introducing,the



lesson, arousing the students'' interest, presenting the perfbr-
mane objectives for the lesson, reviewing relevant material, an0
moving from the introduction.to thebody of the lesson. Such
assessment would not only be looking at the teacher's ability to
demonstrate particular competencies, but also the teacher's skill
in combining these competencies in the teaching process.

The third level is an assessment of the detailed strengths
and weaknesses of the teacher in relation to a particular compe-
tency. In thisassessment thetteacher's capacity to motivate
students may be analyzed, or the ability to prepare handout
materials, 'or to use the overhead projectoretc. This assess-
ment requires an instrument that covers the components of the
particular competency inconsiderable detail.

/

Samples and Description of Assessment Instruments

The Faculty Evaluation InstFument, (Sample 1) fs'an example
of an instrument that is used to make a general assessmept of the
teacher's abilityto present a lesson. While the instrument is
headed, "For Observation and Analysis of Classroom Teaching," it
will be noted thatoonly a general analysis is possible by using
such an instrument. The ratings are also likely to be rather
subjective because of the rather broad and difficult to observe
parameters that are being considered in some. items. For example,
item #2 says that, "Lesson was begun where students actually are
in relation to problein." "'At would'require considerable testing
and probing on'the part of the evaluator before an objective
answer could be given to this statement. And then, individual
differences would, probably make a generalization suspect.

The response is also likely to be rather subjective to item
#6 (material clearly 7and-logically placed on,chalkboard) because
words like "clearly" and "logically" tend to depend as much upon
the capacity and knowledge of the person viewing the lesson", as
upon the capacity of the person giving the lesson.

In nsidering the rating scale for this instrument, we
could ask urselves what exactly would be.the difference between.
a teacher ho was ratedgood" on iteT 419 (freedom from manner-
isms) and ne'who was rated "average, ,or "poor."' HoW'many
mannerism does a teacher have whO is average? Or, in terms of
item #8, ow many contributions of student's need to be heeded and
built upon to make a rating of "good," in contrast to a'rating of
"fair"?' While it is valuable to gain a generaloverall impres-
sion of _a teacher's capacity to Condgct/a.lessonby using such an
.instrument as this..it fa obvious that such an instrument-has some
limitationa,-espediallyofor producing the type" of analysis that
would-be helpful kor'staff development purposes.

0
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SAMPLE 1

Teacher.

FACULTY EVALUATION INSTRUMENT"

FOR OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM TEACHING

Claim Dote fibeerwer

Some Ssintiels of Good Teaching

The Lesson:

1. Purpose of lesson was shared
with students.

2. Lesson was begun where student',
actually are in relation to
problem.

3. All students were motivated with
relevance to lesson.

. Lesson related to present and
future needs of student.

The Material:

S. Visual aids and references used
were adequately explained.

6. Material clearly and logically
placed on chalkboard.

7. Physical facilities were ade-
quate.

The Student*:

S. Contributions of the students
we, headed and built upon.

9. Class time was efficiently used.
10. Class study and sssignmentk were

adequate.
11. Students' answers ware evaluated

by. other class members.

Teacher':"

12. Teacher d nieffMted knowledge
of subject

13. Teacher me firmness, disci-
pline, and tact.

14. Teacher d loped good thinking
and understanding.

15. Teacher's queitvione were chal-
lenging.

16. Teacher showa/grociounnetim and
sydpithy with students' efforts.

17. Class interest.
111. Voice; cleanliness, volume. 0
L. Freedom from .annerisms.

*Source unknown
"* *Excellent, Good. Average, Fair, Poor

Rat Ira**
P r A l' P nbae r Comments
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Two different tyres of student rating scales are given in
Samples 2 and 3. The essential'difference between these is found
in the rating rather- than in the items, although the Forced Choice
Instrument is much more detailed, having twice the number of_
items that are found in the Graphic Scale. The types of ratings
that are found in these scales are generally known as a "Likert

type rating." That is, they ask the pospondent to rate a state-
ment alopg,a 4- point, 5-pointl or 6-point scale indicating strong
.agreemedt to strong. disagreement with the statement. Scales that
have an even number in the rating .(foUr or six points) are often
classified as forced choice scales because they do not allow for

a neutral posjtion (average, undecided, etc.) in the rating--they
force the. respondent to make a poSitive Or neg ive response to
the item. Scales that have an odd pumber.in t rating (five or
seven points)-generally allow the respondent t take a neutral or
undecided position on the middle point.

An'examination of the student rating scales will reveal that'
many of the items are'rather general (e.g., item14 in Sample .2,
"Have clear explanations been made of the important ideas?"):
However, it is. .probably more realistic to expect' students to be

-able to give a reliable general impression of the teacher's capa-
bilities, than a detailed analysis of a competency. If all the
students tend to agree an, a particular rating of-the teacher -in a
general area,'then.the teacher could respond by asking the super-
visor to use a more detailed instrument in that competency area
fora mere thorough analy'sis of the teacher's strengths and weak-
rissbs.

Two parallel instruments are given i.n Samples 4...and 5. ,.These

are designed to explore the capabilities of the teacher' across a
spectruM of.competencieS relating to classroom and laboratory
teaching.' By using theSe instruments, a profile ofthe-teacher's
personnel development needS can be drawn up'and a more detailed
analysis made of competency areas that are felt to be weak.

) .- .0

It can be seen that Sample 4 is designed to be a Self-
assessment by the teacher, and Sample 5 is a similar assessment
.of the teacher made by the supervisor. Each of the instruments
'requires an overall assessment of theteacher's-ability in a
'particularcompetency, and .a rating Of the importance of develop-
ing that. _ability. The useof these instruments by the teacher
and the'supervisor allows them to recognize and discuss
possible iifferences in the assessments' of both the.teacher's
'competencies and the relativelimportance of developing, any one of
those coMpetencies. This can be a valuable means' of applying
both the principles of cooperation and of consent. A conference
between the teacher an the supervisoisshbuld allow a construc-
tive diaIogile to occur concerning the teacher's competencies and
the importance'of the different competencies to the teacher's
present responsibilities. The use of these two.instruments
permits the di cessions of so that understanding and agreement
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SAMPLE 2

Course name

Directions:

I. Have the ma lor ehlel t Ives been mach, teat I

EXAMPLE GRAPHIC SCALE

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL RATING SHEET*

e
Circle the flambe! which moat nearly indi.otes vont response. II - high,

it Y.Ilt reaponse la twat hilt between the verbal denrIption elven.

Abaulutely clear and
definite

Steidle, 5'. 10S0/.

!rule number 2 or 4.

Somewhat Ilear Not cleat at -all

2. Now much agreement wall there between, objectives and niteeMene.'
I

1 4

Very close agreement tinmr agreement Very little agreement

3. How would you describe the organization of 1A44 ptementationa/

Well organized_ Moderately well

organized

5

Poorly plannefl

4. Have clear explannt Iona been mail... .,1 the Important Was?
1 I 4 5

Some el the !important 1All of the important Very few of the

Ideas have been Ideulm have heen Important !dram have

clearly explained rltnirly 4,xplained been clearly explained

4
. . .

5. Did this instructor encourage you to meek him help when neve ary?

1 2 3. 5 ,

I felt welcome to ''''. I felt hemitant 10 .
1 avoid seeking help

seek help nook help

6. How well was einem time timed!
1 2 ,. I 4 5.

Very effectively Satisfactorily Unsatisfactorily
at time,

Does this instructor have mpeaking mannerisms or pergonal traits that interfere with your learning/
2 , 1 4 5

No annoying Some dimtrajting Constantly exhibits,

mannerisms mannerisms dimtractinemannerImma

How woulM you Aencribe the attitude of fellow memhera inward this inmtror,tor?

1 .
5

PANAlvt, And indifferentAttentive Inattentive or even
antagunimtic

9. How much time and effort did you pot into this clang compared to elam.e. of equal credit.?
5

Considerably more About the same Much lea.

10. How stimulating have hear clasmes. been?
4 5

Very stimulating ialrly stimulating Usually dull

11. What has been ymir elms at tembuirr?
1 . 2 3

100% attendance or I have cut between

_ clone to it 10-252 of the (-boom

5

.1 -have cut over one-
third of the clean

12. Have you been receiving lair grndem. in thin class?

11 Some' fai
I. ) 4

Absolutely fair r, others
. 5

Abso

N.
Unfair and undeserved

lent; an grades

*Adapted from Wabash Valley College, Mt. Carmel, 1111nolm.



SAMPLE 3

EXAMPLE FORCED CHOICE INSTRUMVNT

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(Inatrostur end Conrer Yvaluatton Farm)

Directions) Your help le loin...tea In evlosilog the
educetl.nel programa at Please

resppnes to each statement as .uilitately as possible',

If you do-not auiderelmind n etatemeut, to not answer

It, Please do not sign vii I,. this quvst,1.11.

t P 1 eatas Check only iell I rt 1E1

1. tiO4,: Maly

PERSONAL IIAIA

I elfi.11y

1. 'Yout cumuletive arede polut average at the end

lit your limit semestet el atteodaucel
A. 1.5'ur above

h. 1.0 to 1-.49

c. I.!) to 2.99

a. 2,0 to !.4v
. bel.w 2,O »

The Inotinclio Neet1111 tit be Interested In talach-

log rourAVA ollectively.
a. Almost always
h. Often

Sometime.
d. Rarely

Ak
The )11.tiuctfir-attempta to motivate all students

to Icarn.

J a. Almost Away.
h. Often
c. Sometime.'

d. Rarely

Thin.tructor appears to have a thorough knowl-
eller .1 the mubjects he teach*.

a. Almost always
h. Often

SometiMem

d. Rarely

10. The instructor is willing to give of hie time and '

CDARACTER1STIC5 OF INF lEACHFIL AND IFACH)Ni. elforts in Individual help when students need it.

a. Almost alwaya

Pfeae 'check the unc hest alternative. 7. ,r a. 1, elate- h. Often

mint. c, Sometimes
d. Rarely

'I. The inettautv p,lent 26 the hubje,i mallet

clearly. II. The Instructor times various leaching methods

. MIAMI( always such as lectures, clams diecusmion, audtal-visual
t

b. Mien presentation and group work.

c. Sometime& a. Almost always

d. Rarely a b. Often
c. Sometimes

4. The instructor wrestles learn log rather than d. Knee0

grades.
a. Almost al,Z01. 12. Teaching methods other than the lecture.method»

h. titian i are used by instructors.

Sometimes a. Almost atiortys

d Rarely h, Often
c. Sometimes

S. The ingteuctur stimulates students to Indepen- do Rarely,

dent thanking or redefining.
Cd,.

A. A1004t.d1WAYR 11. The instructor in sensitive to students' feelings

h. Often ,
and problems,

c. Aomettmett a. Almost always

d. Rarely. b. Often

c. Sometimes

h. The that TM tor adjusts trashing to t tit telelit d. Rarely

10,fria of comprehenel.o.
a. Almost always
b. Often
c. Sometime.
d. Rarely

a

14. The histructor makes students feel free to ask
quetittons, disagree, or express their ideas.

a. Almost always
b. Often
e. Sometimes
d. Rarely

Adapted Iron Suutheastein Illinois C.11eg, Harr I sburg, I 1 1 blots,
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li. The Instructor Is lair and Impartial In del:om
with atodenta.

... a. Almost always
b. Often
c. Sometime.

Rarelyd.,

ift. The Instructor expects a reanontlIde Inenlnt
work In his confute...

S. Almost always
Often

c. Sometimes
d. Rarely
e

17: The instruCtor shows Ah he Is Intrresiedain '

a. Almost always
b. Often

'Sometimes
d. Rarefy

18. The Instructor deals with relevant siterial. In
his class,

A. Almost alway.
h. Often
r. Somet Imes

d. Rarely

19. The instructor any. Ntudeios to evalual his
teaching Aid course. at thoesuni of the semester.

a. Almost always
b. Often -

c. SometiMes'
d. Rarely

20. The Instructor shows that he Is hirer...led In
students and student learnina as well a. mublett
matter.

a. Almost always
b. Often
c. Sometimes
d. Rarely

CHARACTERISTICS OF ITIF COURSES

21. Course objectives are clearly stated.
a. Almost always
b. Often
c. Sometimes
d. Remaly

22. The amount of class work Is anpropriate for the
credit received.

a. Almost always
h. Often
c. Sometime.
d. Rarely

PeadlnR aleignmente ere not too.,

' a. Almont always'
h, Often

Nomettmen
d. Palely

11,1 se teet.! are moonily fair and based On the
.1. t lees "I the nuria.

a. Almost Always
h. often

Sometime.
d. Rarely

C011144, atrndOm are fairly snetsned.

a. Almost Always
h. Ofeen
t. Sometime.
d. Rarely

/h, restimulate are of valuable um* In Your courses.
a. Almost alwava
h. often -
r, Sometime.
d. Rarely

1,7, This course Is relevant to'the need. nrstudente.

A. Alaaontfilwave
b. Often
r. Sometimes
d. Rarely

YOM responeibilltien In the course Sr. clearly
defined.

A. Almost always
' H. Often

c. Sometim
d: Rarely

29. Courses Are offered at A time and day which to
ronvenlent for students.

a. Almost always
b. Often
e. Sometime.
d. Rarely

II). Clamp time Is well spent.
a. Almost Always
h. Often
c. Sometime.
d. Rarely

ri, Other Comments:

it
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SAMPLE 4

'AN INSTRUMENTUMENT FOR INSTRUCTOR SELF-ASSESSMENT

OF PROFESSIONAL NEEDS AND ABILITIES

ructions:

is'instrument is'designed to help you identify your pro-
fs al needs and'abilities as they relate to your'present
to g position. Please respond to each question for each of'.
the C Mpetertcy statements listed. Your responses' will be treated
confidentially and reviewed only by your instructional supervisor
for the purpose of facilitating yqur professional growth. At.mo
time will the scores of individual instructors be reported.to,
anyone. 'Group data will be 43hared. with appropriate individuals
who are concerned with,planning4and conducting our inservice
education programs. It'is hoped that your own carefully thought
out responses to the items in this instrument will also help you
better.plan yoUr professional development program.

The competency statements listed in this instrument have
Jpeen.selected from the 100 vocational teacher competency state-
ments contained in The Center for Vocational Education's Voca-
tional Teacher Competency Profile (November 1976). The competen-
cies listed reflect the professional skills that supervisor
could most readily,obserV "r1 actual classroom or laboratory
teaching situations. Th mpetencies also reflect. the titles of
some of the100 performa based teacher education modules'which
have been developed and d tested by The Center, and which are
available through the American AssoCiation for Vocational Instruc-
tRnal Materials of Athens, Georgia.

.
Y

Dews loped br
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STAFF PROFESSIONAL NEEDS AND ASILITHIS:. SELF-ASSISIPAINT

410

Name:

Date:

For each of the following comOteney statements, please indicate your

Estimate of Your Desire to Further
Current Ability Improve. this Com-
to Perform this peteny for Your

Competency Statements Competency Present Job

CATEGORY B INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

B-1 Determine Needs, and Interests
of Students 1

B-2 Develop Student Performance
Objectives 1

B-3 Develop a Unit of instruction' 1

8-4 DeVelop a Lesson Plan 1

4'5

.

Select Student Instructional
Material

t
5-6 Preppre Teacher-Made

e
ins,truc-

tional Materials.

r.

CATEGORY C - INSTRUCTIONAL EXECUTION

1

C-1 Direct Field Trips 1

C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel
Discussions, and Symposiums 1

C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group,
and Question Box Techniques I

!,7 Direct Students in Instructing
Other Students 1

C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques 1

C-6 Guide Student Study 1

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2- 3 4 1 2 3 4

%.
2 4' 1 .:.

,

2 3

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 , 2' 3

2 3 4 ,1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3

Z .3 4 1 2 3

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 4



C-/ Direct Student Uahor:ttory
Experience'

C-8 Direct Students in Applying'
Problem-Solving Techniques

C,-) Employ the Project Method

C-10 introduce a 1,e4s01,

C -I l Summarize A Lesson

Employ Oral Questioning
Techniques

C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques

C-I4 Provide InstructJon.. for Slower
'.and More Capah 1.0.1 rn.rs

!,; fit.)
C-15 Pro:wait an II lust rat od

C-16 Demopstraie a Manipulative Skil]

C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or
Principle

C-18 Individual lie

C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach

C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to
Present Information

*.C-41- Prepare liulletin Boards and
Exhibits'

C -22 Present fivrormation with Models,
Real, Objects, and Flannel Boards

C-23 Present Information with Overhead
and Opaque Materials

C -24 Present Information with Film-
,
strips and Slides

69

2 i 4

1 2 1

I
1
..

,1 2. 4.

I 2. .1 4

.

I 2

1 . 4

2 4
41 .7

1 2. 3 4

1 4

,

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 .

log

4'

2 3 4

I 2 3 4

I 2 4

1 3 4

1 3

4.

,

1 41"'

I 2 3 10

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

.

1 2 3 4.

.0 ..

1 2 '4

t

1 2 3

1 2
;

1

1 2

-trir 11' :z.

1 2 3. 4
..t. :w.

-.,-,4

1 4 7

1 2 .3

1 2

1 2 3

3
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4c*

C725 Present InfOtmationwit"hFilMs

zifv- Present:Information wftliktidth.
' Recordings_

0727-Present InformatiOn
vised and. Videotaped-Materiai4

C720 Employ PrOgrammed InStruction

C-29 Present InforMatiOnwith.the
Chalkboard and Flip Chart .

-2-

i' 2 3

1 2, .3

2'

4

CATEGORY D - INSTRUCTIONAL EVALUATiON

D-1 Establish St4-4nt Performance'
Criteria

D -2' Assess Student Performance:
Knowledge:

D-3 AssessStudent Performance:
,Attitudes

D-4 Assess Student Perf rmance:
Skills

D-5 Determine Student Grades

4 AP-6. Evaluate Your Instructional ;
Effectiveness

1 2

4

2

4

4

CATEGOWE - INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

E 4 4.,A1W4ktain a Filing System 1 2

E-5 ProVide for Student Safety 1

E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs
of Students 1 2

.F-7 Assist Students in Developing
Self-Discipline /0/

Organize the Vocational
Laboratory

3 4..

E -8

E -9 Nanage the Vocational Laboratory 1 .

2 3 4

/- 3
v.

2 3

1 2

70
ti
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,:.,.SAMPLE

AN INSTRUMENT FOR' SUPERVISOR ASSESSMENT OF

INSTRUCTOR PROFESSIONALNEEDS AND ABILITIES

ez.

Instructions:
s

.
,

This instrument is designed to help you as a locit adminis-
.trator or instructional supervisor assess the professional needs
and abilities of members of your teaching staff. Please respond
to each question for each of the cpmpetency.statements listed,
except'where you feel you.lack an adequate,basis for making. an
.1.pformed judgment. It is recommended that these responses be
treated confidentially and used only by yourself as a basis for
counseling with the respectiVe Individual staff members about.
their professional development needs and interests. Ideally:,
this assessment would be used im cOrinection With the individual
instructor's-own self-assessmentai his/her needs and abilities.
At no_ time should DAY,ratings of individual instructors be
reported to anyone, other than the instructor concerned. Group
data might well be shared,-*.hOweve -With other individuals who

programs for staff. It is hoped t at your carefully thought out
d'are concerned with planning-ant ucting inservice education

responses to the.items in this instrument will provide a useful
tool Por you to use in helping individual instructors plan a
mutually agreed upon plan for professional growth and development.

The competency statements- listed. in this instrutent have
been selected 'from the 100 vocational teacher competency state-
ments contained in The Center for Vocational Education's Vpca-
tional Teacher Competency Profile (November 1976). The competen-
cies listed.reflect the professional'SkillsOlithat a supervisor

. could most readily observe in actual clasSroom or laboratory-
.teachinq situations. the competencies also reflect the ,0:tles of
some of the 100. performance-based teacher education modules which
have been developed rld.field-tested by The 'Center', andwhich are
available through the American Associa ion for VocatioriVE%Instrue-
ional,Mate-rials of Athens, Georgia.

,
_

-Dwindeped by:

THE CISAITSPI PON MOCAT1ONAi EDUCATION

7,1

Publishod by:
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STAFF PROFESSIONAL NEEDS AND ABILITIES: SUPERVISOIASSESSMENT

Ins tr ur t.ler1s Name,:

supervisor's Name:

Date:.

For-each of the following cOmpetency.statepents, please
(Note: Leave blank any statemvntS ii6out which you
lack an adequate 8a§is for assessment.)

.

Competency 'Statements

indi

feel you

Perception of this-
Instructor's cm17,.0
rent Ability to:
Pet-furth this'-Com-

petency

yopr:

Judigment of this.
Instructor's Need
to Improve this
Competency for His/
Per Present Jtib

CATEGORY B - INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

10#

BL1 Determine Needs and Interests
of Students

B-2 Develop Student Performance
Objectives

B-3 Develop a'Unlat Of Instruction

:B-4 DevelOp a.Lesson Plan

B-5 Select Student Instructional
Materials

t

-B-6. Preps e Teacher -Made Instruc-
tiona Materials

fr.°

1 2 2

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

2 3 ,- 4

CATEGORY C - INSTRUCTIONAL EXECUTION

C-1 Direct Field Trips

C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, P4)1g
b.l.scussions and Symposiums

C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group.,
and Question Box Techniques

C-4 Direct, Students in Instructing
Other Students.

Cr5- Employ Simulation Techniques

C-6 Guide Student .Study

. .

72

1

3 4

2 1 .

3 4

1 2 3 4

4

2 3. 4

2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 -3 4



I

7 Direc.t StuZtilboratOry'

.C-8

C-10

4/
Experience

Direct Studpnts le:APplying
Troblemi-Sdlirig4Techn'iques_

the Project Method

Introduce a Lesson,

1

1

2

\\.:

2 .

3

3

3

4'

/1

( 4

1

1

1,

2 ,

C-11 'Summarize a' LessO6

4*

EMploY Oral Questioning .

TechniqUes

3 4

'3 4
yr ig

C713. Employ Reinforcement Techniques
din

C -14 PrOvidejnstruction For S1ower
:andandAbre'C4pable.Learners 1

%

C-15 'Present an Illustrated Talk

C-16 DeMonstra4 a Manipulative Skill

C-17 Dem6nstrate a Concept or
Principle

C -1.8 Instruct ion

4

1

:2

3

3

3

4

3 4

C719 Employ the Team Teaching Approach 1 2

.

C -20 Use Subject Matter Experts
Present Information

C -21 PreOare,BulJetin'Boards and
:Exhibits'

.--

C:22 Present Information with Models,.
Real,Objects, and Plannel Boards

C-23 Present Jnformation with Overhead
and Opaque Materials

C-24 Present-InformatiOn with Film,
.strips and, Slides

4 1 2 3 4

1 2 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

fit

1 2 3 -4 3' 4

3 4' 1 2 3 4

73
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le.paA azNa.

Infbrmation Firm

0-2664-eresent Infovriacibri'With 'Ldi
Record

or '

l!'ll

C-27 .Presen Inform,atiOn w h Tile-
..: yised d Videotaped terials

C728 Employ ProgramMed Instructi-on

C -29 Present Information with t}'e
Chalkboard and Flip.Gha-rt

.
4',

3 4-

3.: 4

a.

1

2

1 3

3 41

CATEGORY D - INSTRUCTIONAf EVALUATION

D-1 Establish Student Performance
Criteria

D-2 Assess Student Performance:
Knowledge 6.

D-3 Assess Student Performance:
Attitudes

D-4 .Aspess Student Performance:
:

7!"-

D75 Determine Student Grades

D-6 Evaluate Your Instructional
Effectiveness

0

1'

2

1 -2

3

4

CATEGORY E -INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

E-4 Maintain a Filing'System

Provide for Student Safety

E-6. Provide for the First Aid Needs
of- Students

.E77 Assist StUdents in Developing
Self-Disaipline

E-.8 Organize the Vocational
Laboratory

E-9 Manage the Vocational' Laborzitory

2 3

2 3 4 2 3

1 2 3 4 1

2 1 2 3

3 4 1 2 3

2 2 3

3 4 1 2 3

4

4

4

4

4

4

74



can be 4ceached between the teacher and thesdpervisor Other-':
wise.these differences tend to be hidden and ignored, and will
thereby adversely 'affect the assessment proolga.

Two Estimate of Perfo'rman instruments Xre given in Samples
6 and 7. They are deSi4ned to )e usedin assessing the.teacherla
competeuCy .in.developing'stud,ne perfarmanCeAbjectifts (Sample 6),
anctih employing simulation techniques -(Sample .7)../ The teaAer
can u these type instruments as an.assestment form to examine
in more-detailhis/her self-perceived ability in the various.
cotpetengries relating to c1aaarooM.andjaboitoey teaching'. he

-or V-ry impakrtant advantage ofinstrume&CS.sudh.aathese is t.
:they describe Insome detail the .pomponentsrOf4the'competcy

.
-being evaluated. ..ft is easy for a teacher_ t0 believe thathe/phe, -
can -d,eveloplperforMance objeCtiyea well; but'when the coMpohents
of this skill are examined,throUghusing. an instrument such as
these, the teacher may realize'that:certainelements of 'the
performance objectives he/she thoughtwere god4,could well be
strengthened This also helps others wheiare;-evaluating;the
,teacher, such as the supervisor, to be mote:speciticand.dEagnOs-

'. tic in theassessment''Therefore, these i AAatrumefftsand others
like them)-mayalso be used bykothera aaspasing-the'teacher, as..
well. as b. the teacher fpr.:selfassesament.*

Two examples of an even more detailed :instrument. the Teacher
Performance Assessment Form, are §iven in Samples 8 and 9.
These joruments are specifically designed to assess actual,
teac4i pexformance. The examples given here_cover.thesame
competendiesas in Samples 6 and 7, namely, demeloping'student
-performance objectives, and employing simulation techniques.
'However, they cover'in much greater detail the importanompo,
nentA of the particular competency, with.Clear emphasiaon the
teacher's actual-performance. These instruments are very:impor-
tant to effective asse'ssment, especially in light of the emphasis
now being given to competency-based education. These instruments
enable the teacher and supervisor..together to focus their atten-
tion On the actual performance elements that conatitute 'classroom
and laboratory teaching, and to develop and strengthen these
elements.4, Performance-based teaching requires for Its assessment,
instlumemts.that describe in sufficient detaia the components of
the required performance so as to permit the assessor to be ana-
lytical and objective in the assessment. This more detailed .

analysis of teaching performance allows the teacher to practice
skills that can result in a real improvement in the teacher's
overall performance. While the items in 'these instrUments appear
to focus upon the ability to do, implicit in the items is the

*A separate-and unique Estimate of Performance instrument.is
available for each of the 100 competencies addressed by The
-Center-Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules from the
Affierican AsadciatiOn for Vocational Instructional Materials'
(AAVIM), Engineering Center.; University of Georgia, Athens,.
Georgia.
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SAMPLE

Names-
.Date

ESTIMATE OF PERFORMANCE

Develop Student Performance Objectives

(Module B 2)

Sr'

Directions: The following taVssdescribe several of the pei-forManoe components
. ,

necessary t6 effectively develop student performance objectives for an actual teaching
situpion. Usiing the definifiOns for each level ofperfoemance giyen below, yoir are
to respond to several items on the opposite page. First. please study the definitions.
below. 1.-

.- .

04

°:"f
.POor You to perform this task, or have only

very limited abilityto perform it

Farr

. !

You die unable to per form this task in an acceptable
manner, but have some ability to W?rforrn rt

Good You are able to parloum this task ifr an aceptable
marine'

Excellent.. You are able to perform this task in a very effective
Mamie' .

Now, please respond to each ofthe iterns by checking ( V I your level of performance.

.76
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sA At this info, how well can you perform (execute)
-the lothAtiing tasksk

Identify the components:which should be inducted
ut awritton-student performance objective

Wi ite a ttutient per I or niarice objective that includes
each of the necessary components

Prepare objectives that contain criteria and
conditions.which are appropriate for the
lief forPnamcet to he adireved

4 Prepare objectives that cunitain realistic ci der ia
ant conditions

5 ' Prepare objectives in the Cciiputive domain

h Prepare cognitive objectives which require
inure than mere recall . . .

7 Prepare objectives in the affective domain

8 Prepare objectives,in the psychomotor. domain
;

At anti. objet.tives-th a logic& sequence

10 'E.:Niue:ice objectives in a wanner that facilitates
~rodent omplishment of the objectives...

Level. of Performance

'Poor Fair Good
Excel-
lent

many times have you already developed student performance objectives for an actual
teaching (formal 'classroom) situation?

0

1 3

4 6

7 9

10 or.mor e

At this time, tio.vv well do you feel you could develop student performance objectives for an
actual teaching situation? (Consider all of the tasks involved.) .(

.Poor,

cF air

Good

Excellent

77
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SAMPLE 7

Dat

ESTIMATE OF .PtRFORMANCE .

Employ Simulgion Techniques'

e 1

. (Module C5)

Diections: The following ticks describe several.of the perforrhance components necessary-
,-

to effectively employ, simulation lechuquesiii all actual t.taching Situation. Using the de.
jimtions for each.level orper fornlani:e gi'Ven lrctow, you are to respterld to several items On
the opposite page. First, please study the de.finitiorts,belon,'

11.

r

Poor

air-

You are unable Ico perform this to k, or have only
Arery limited ability to perform it:

. 4
You are unaaite to perform this task in an acceptable

not have some ability to perform it.

Good: You are able to perform this task in an acceptable..
manner.

EXcellent: You are able to per form this task in a very effective
manner.

Now, please respond to each of the iigns by checking ( ) your level of performance,

Developed bin

THE CrITIElk.F01<y0CATtON EDUCATION

42=1,,,ittxrigzik.

e 78
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A. At this time, how well..can yoti hum (execute)
the following tasks?

1

Develop simula :on. situations-which aid in .

the achieverneht f , student performance
objectives

Develop simutaton situations which represent
asptccts of veal life

Develop simulation situations which need
students' needs: interests, and abilities .

41! Orient squitetits to simutdot

5. Serve's a resource' person simulatiun

e

experiences

Develop role-plavig, activr ties which anti in
,tpe achievement.ls'student per fornyince
opjectves .

Develop rolhilaving.activitie,sMtutii rafted -,
students' needs, interests, and abilities

Orient students to 'role-playing activities'

9. Direct role-playing agovitlIk which lead 1

toward a positive'conclusion
0 a

10. Serve as a resource person for role playing
activities -

Level of Performance
.

Poor Fair Good
E xcei -
hint

-0

Now many times have you already einoloVecl simulation techniques in an actual
teaching' (formal classroom) situation?.

0

1 3

9

10 01 more

, .

C At this ne, him/ II (hi you fct:Fyou could employ simulation techniques-in
a tual teaching sit ton? (Consider ii)1.4A the tasks involVed.)

Poor
r

Fair

Good

Excellent

79
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. SAMPLE 8

-TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM 5
Develop Student Performance Objective (B-2)

.1

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
. .

an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading:
. If, because of special cRcumstances: a performance component was not

applicable, or possible to execute, place Ali X in the N/A box.

Name

Dole

Resource Person

Componenti.
1. All objectives contained a statement -of performance..

2. The performance statements contained an action. verb .

3. The performance statements described the activity in
which the stugent woOld be involved in s.tfficient detail to
'be underst6ad

4. All objectives contained stated or implied conditions

5. The conditions were realistic in terms of the performance
called for

6. All objectives specified criteria for achievement

7. The criteria were realistic in terms of the performance
required

8. The criteria were realistic in terms of the conditions out-

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

a.

Domains
9. Cognit e ddhiain objectives were included

. .

10.-Cognitive objectives which required more eth-an mere recall
were included

,-.
11. Psychomotor objectives were incruded

12. Psychbmotor objective§ were included which requited
more than mere imitation of the instructor

'13. Affective domain objectives were included

,Modude B=2,
.1Yrot.sSi8na
The America
19:77) .

p

-t

U

m

El 0 0 El 0
El CI. El o0
Cf=11:7 DEL

[MOOD OD
Deve10 r" Student Performance 'Objectives, frOM the

1 Teacher Eciticat!lionMOduqe ,(Athens,,
n Assotiation for Vocatioal InStructional Materials,
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14.. The affective. objectives were realistic ,in terms of occupa- El [] [i]
tioiial requirements

15. The criteria for'the affective, objectives provided alterna-
tive (Ways for students to demonstrate, the feelings/ EiD 0 D. Ea
attitudes

.139quencing 4r -ITO 0 El .E]16. The objectives were arranged in 'a logital sequence

17,.Ttie sequence provided. for the accomplishment of en- ti Ei El Ei
Wiling objectives before -terminal ones'

18. The.sequence faCilitated student accomplishmenl Of the 4:-J la
objectives

...

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE:_All items'must receive N/A..g.b0D. or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE. POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resourgeperson should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in' the weak
areas):

0

4



SAMPLE 9

TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM 6
Employ Simulation Techniques (C-5)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing -

an.X in the'appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heeding. pet*

r If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to extrcute, plaCe an X in the N/A box. Resourci Plorson

In conducting the role-playing activity, the teacher:
1. explained the student performance Objective(s) to be

achieved. through the role-playing activity ....

2. provided .a role-playing situation suited to the need's,
interests, and abilities of the students'

3. oriented students to the role - playing situation

4. selected volunteers*be theactors or participants in.the
role-Playing activity

6. c:krected the role-playing activity toward a positive.con-;
clusion, leaving students with a feeling that the situation
can be .solved

7. terrninit'00. the role-playing activity after students had
time to portrii, their position-sand while interest was still.
high

8. oriented observers
playing activity

to their, function during the role-

9. involved students in a'follow-up discussionit the close
of the role-playing activity

10. reinforced the major concepts of the role-playing activity
Elduring the follow-up

f r

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

g'
'MOdulIe,C-5, Employ Simulation Techniques, YTom,
Te or Education Module SerloS. (Athens, "GA:

- A_sociation for Vocational TwItructionnl Materi.
;

2 R2

the Professional,`
The Artwrvican

nls, l917).

.1.
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In conducting the other simulation experience(s), the
Nacho,:
11. explained the student performance objectivi(s) to be

achieved through the simulation experience

12. developed a simulation situation representative of an
aspect of real life

13,. oriented students to the saimulitiOn experience

) 4. clarified the students' roles or involvement in the simula-
tion activity

aocia op
ErzO.

CI El El

CID..Eff:
15. provided a simulation experience suited to the students'

needs, interests, and abilities

18. served as a resource perSon throughout the simulation r7-t F-1°
experience LJ U

17, provided materials for the simulation to aid students in
meeting the objectives ET Ern

18. involved students in a follow-up discUssion and evalua-
El El ,E1 Ei.Lion at the close of the simulation experience

19. reinforced the major concepts involved in the simulation .00,n Etexperience during the follow-up

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
. receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should Meet to determine

what additional activities the teacher needs to complete .in order to reach competency_ in the weak
area(s).

ei
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necessity of - knowing how (cognitive) and Why (affective) each
task shOuld bd performed. These inst'ruments*can be used by the-
teacher when assessinghis/her own performance through the use of
a videotape, by the teacher's'peers in peer assessment, Or..by'the
Supervisor._

Finally, if'aVideotapes.Ot tape recorder is used _to record 'a
segment, of theteaoher's lesson, other instruments. can be used
for further'aMalysis-of that lesson. For example; it may help.tb-
make the analysis of the videotaped.lessoh'more' objective bY',
using a qUantitativepana1ysi fs, o the teacher-student interactions
that ,occur during a.lesso.: A.forM: 'Chatcan'be.us00 for thiS
purpose is given. in Sample 10. This form names, the Varpior

tperformance elements that are o'beconsid.'elc.sdin the ana ysis,
such as. "teacher talks'' or "teacher smiles," nd allows for a
qUantitative-estimateto be made of. 'the numberOf,times the
behavioral element occurs. during the lesson. This is .generally
done by recording at intervals, such as every two:minutes, exactly
what .performance is'occurr,ihg.-- If it is "teacher talks," therk'a
record is made in the tally column: .Ifthe teacher is ,smiling
while 'talking,, then a record is made also. of that When .the
whole teaching segment has been analyie4 and the totals for eath:..
behaviox 'are calculated, a more objective idea of the balance:
between various.., elements of behavior-that .occurred in the'lesson..'
is obtained.

If the classroom' .performancehas been'recorded on a;.v.ideo-
tape or a tape recorder-, it can be analyzedzby:the teacher-through..

.a checkit or .rating scale. Theteacher.wildiget much ffom
the feedbaokif 4Uantitative methods are used .to analyze the
performance,: .as well as .qualitative measures: Jtecording-the.
'numbef.pf times an identifiable lad
is one.'su.ch quantitative :Method.-

;heobtained.from.the supervisor vi
.'tape with the teacher.;;_

It is clear from thesdifferent-types of instruments that
,

have- been presented and. disCUssed -in this inforWatioa sheet that
_the%assessor-n'eeds'tpexamino.carefully appraisal instruments
before Using .them. tlie7.instrumerit(s) seleCted,willfbe
c4nt determ'nant-aSAO whether thei'Mportant,ptinciples of effeC-.

sment are-adhered will also deWMne hoW . .110

constructive the analysis of the teacher''-S performancd.canbe,in
leading to further ;development of the-teacher.'scompetencies. :

Such.development is:a maior, Nrpo e,of assessment, theefore,
instruments yhi ill fabilitate At develophent,should'be-

w
selected. ;

,oCcgirs in the,tv#ching unit
onsiderablebenefit can also_
Wing and critiquing tfietadeo-

rt,

.
. . ,.

*4 separate and uniqUe Teacher Performance Assessment .ForirLis
available for each of the 100 competencies addressed by The
Ccrilersjerformance=nased Teacher Edu.ehlion Madules frOm the
,American Association fo, Vocational In4tructional Materials
(AAVIMEngineeting Center, UniversiV, of Georgia, At4ns,

--,7---18Vogia.- These forms are available in the beck of each of ..the:;;
100 mildUles as well 00: separately. in a7ProfeSsional'S'taff .i.:'.-

-, -'a. . 4,' 4"-OevelOpment-Needs-Assessment Package, .:

, 8.3.
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) SAMPLE 10

ASSESSMENT OF TEACHER COMPETENCIES*

TEACHER CODE

Tally Total

Verbal

. Teach Talks 15)

. .Student Talks

SilenCe '1

Facial

Tedaher Smiles'

TeaCher Frowns
-oe

. Tutral Expression'' .12

thodi
1.

8. tlisekbps.

Di re c

14'
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1.

The following. "Case -Si tuation".presents eight student
perfdrmanee'obTect,ives.written by a gypothetical
teacher. .Readdthe.situation deScribalrand critique
the teacher's ability to developtudent performance
objectives according 0'the criteria specified below.

. .

CASE SITUATION

The eigh student performance'obiectives given belOw7deal.
with student j bappliCations and interviews.. Assume that they
have:been written by one of yOur voCatlonal teachers.° Assume
also 014t you. have arranged.with-thi.'S.te4Chet to evaluate the
teacher's ability-tv deVelOp student performance"objeCtives-.4, Iii
proparation for meeting with tlie teacher to discuss his/her.
performance,in.developing'Performance objectives, complete each
of the follOwing tasks:,

A. Use the "Teacher Performance Assessment Form;" pp.. o
'evaluate thestudent performance.Objective§, as a group,'
on-each of the 18 criteria given.

I os*

. Provide written comments about Now the objectives, as a
gr.9E, met or failed to meet each of the 18 criteria..

C. Develop a tentative plan for helping the teacher to improve'
,

Phis /her ability' tc5 develop performance obllectives. Also
indicate howyou will condudt the post- observation conferehce,
with t.:h .teacher:

'*If you. eel a! need to sharpen or. update your own skills in the
area of developing student performance objectives, you may wish
to re.Viewrefe-rences such as:, 1. .

,,.
'Th'

... . 1
- ,-

. .

MdciUle1372, Develop Studtnt PorforMance-Objectives4.from the
l'rofeSsional Teacher Education Module Serdet.- (Athens,GA:-
AMeri-canoAssociaticin for VocationaT.Instructional Materials,
1977)'.

,... .
61 ..6

..I 7--s,.. -
Ttobertil-ager, prepqrin9 TnstcmOtional bjectives,'Second
tEdition.' (Belmont[CA: Fearon Pdbli 1 75) .

87
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S
a.

dent PerformanOe'Cthjectives

The student Vill:'
Y01.. ,,

. .

(1) Explain to prospective employer in amock interview why
he/she is qualified for the position. lheinterviewer
and the teacher will evaluate the student's response,
using .the."Interview Elating Checklist." .,.

(2). Fill out a job application form.

(.1) Ask.questions 'about b nefits and opportunity for
advancemgnt and traini in ,a mock interTiew situation( .

_EValUation will be made on the basis of 'peer and
te..a,cheK.ifgedback on 'the "Interview Rating CheCkltis."

'1'

(4) Dress and groom himself/herself for the job interview.
tomeet acceptable standards,

(5) Develop a resume to be used 'for, a job application, that
contains all necessary information as outlined in
sample resumes.

(6) Write a letter accepting or not accepting a position'
The letter will be evaluated by the teacher using
guideline's outlinedin class. jr

(7) ConduCt hithself/hOpself with poise i a mock interview
situation.

(8). -Writea lett mg06. job application that mee minimum
standards usilM criteria listed on the "Checklist."

88
.80
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_I COW TIM fIlr%0 Irl 1111PUM VAG. rittank..alialirili- um U r #r sury
Develop Student PerfOrmance Objective (B -2 )

Directions: Indicate the left of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate bax,under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstaps&S, a.petiormance component was not
'applicable, or impossible' to .executli,'-plact ah X in the N/A box.

r

Nuns

Dale

Resource Person

Components
1. All objectives contained a statement of performance

2. The performance statements contained an action verb . CI
3. The performance statement's tletcribed- the activity in

which the student would be involVed in sufficient detail to
be understood [I] El" me: Ej

-
.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
r

14.

4. All objectives contained stated or impliwl Conditions

5. The conditions were realistic in terms of the performance
.C1 0called for

. 6. All objectiveS specified criteria for achievement 'Ci al:
7. The criteria Were realistic in terms of the performance

required

t 8. The criteria were realistic in terms of the conditions
lined

.4

Domains
, a: Cognitive domain objectives were included

10. .Cognitive objectives which required more than mere recall
were inclUded

11, Psychomotor objectives were included

1 12. Psychomotor bbjectives. were included which required
,more.thartrnere imitation of the instrucler:

13. Affective domain objectives were included

7 Module B -2, Develop Student Performance Objectives, fiom the
. Professional Teacher Education Module Series.. (Athens, GA:.
The American Association for. Vocational Instructional Materials,
1977) .

89



i
..

,
4 Ta.' ,--

i 4.. The affective objctiveswerwrealistic in terr4i'Nupa- ri
LJ-tional requirements

15. The criteria for the. afleCtive objectives provided alterna-
tive ways for students to demonstie:ate the feelings/ c]
attitudes

Sqlpencing
187The objectives were arranged in a logical sequence . ..

17. The sequence provided for the accomplishment,of en- 0
abling)bbjectives before terminal ones

.- .

18. The sequence facilitated student acCoMplishment of the 0..
objectives

0

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive , GOOD. or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

. .

area(s).

.0
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.

Comport yinfr i on cif t he 'i;tudont,.. performacf...
objectrivind your written .itAtemeutWexplaLniaiy.,.the
level of per formtince you ga TO t0 of the .,113.14.col.k-
ponent s with. model et- i tique below. Yotir., responses
need' not e4ac thiplicatQ the model, crit,..i*i how- `--Y
ever, you shOuld il'ave covered the sarr mai° points .

MQDEL CRITIQUE..

Se tsi,on A: Ev action of Student
Pe formative Objectives

Components
1. All objectives contained 'a statement of performance

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

s.
c o-o o

kg' COP /

fEl

2 The performance statements contained a ction verb LI 1=1

3. The performance statements described the activity in
which the student would be involved insufficient detail t'
be understood

4. All objectives contained stated or implied conditions

5. The conditions were realistic in terms of the performance
called for

6 All-objectives specified criteria for achievement

07,2

11] [I]
El El

El El El 12:1 El
7. The criteria were realistic in terms of the performance

required

8. The criteria were realistic in terms of the conditions out- n .Zlined.. ,

eb".
Domains . .

9.. Cognitive domain objectives were included El 1=1 Cl- N ,, -,

10. Cognitive objectives which required more than Mere recall'

...,
D0 a.Ewere included . -1

11. PsychomotOe objectves were included S E
11 0 0_0more than mere imitation of the instructor

12. Psychomotor objectives were included which required M. t]
13. Affective-domain objectives were included . ...... ... [1.. Ell -1:1_0:,.0 c]

10.



14. The affective objectives were r
tional requirtgents

list, in terms of occupa-

4

1/4 41
'El 0

15. The criteria for the affective objectives prOvided.alterna- . , .

w

attitudes
tive ways for students to demonstrate the Aeelings/ E .Ei

,

s.k, us 'I
16. .The objectives were. arranged in a logical sequence , .. 0 0- :531 D El .C;14:

cing 0
w .

......

t
abling objectiVes befoi tor mai ones -EL N n 0.,

17. The sequence provided for accomplishmert en: El Er
0,

objectives 1:6)(118. The sequence facilitated. s dent accomplishment of the
1

C]

, . .t

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A. GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. I1 any Reit,

receives a-NONE, POOR. or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meetto determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak
area(s).

ti
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SeCtion Comment:;
.

.

1. : As all the eight obfecCives contain, a statement of perfor-
. .

mance, the obje,cC..ives4ghoulll be rated wither :.goodd'or
"excelldnt." Perhaps one ,, wo ot'he performances, area
little vague,z as "conduc himsel erself" andithis may
Rerstre youto c ecide on " ood" cis th ievel,of performance:40

/Pr

.

' 2. Each performance statement c early contains an'action.verb i'
and, therefore objectives should be rated "good'' dr

7 J.- *.. ., i

..,

I. Thve\verformance statement describedAn each .of the objectives
glySNOUfficient detail about the activity in which the*stu-
d , t Ill'be.involVed to be and rstood. For,..ekample,'ip two.'
or th ee of the objectivoW"5.t 0 sloted that4bre p6rformance:.

_wiill a curAin. a mock inpeTvigwS ation: i'hus, the Objec-
t imes odIV'bc,rated "moo, (Di ". elBent."

0
4. Most o firms t, t(

.J3erhops the's,cond
the conditions in
filled out. T us,

,contain stated .or implied conditions.
ective does not ebntaina statement of
h the job application form will be .

le objectives could be rated "good."

5 The .conditions that.are statlipare quite realistic in terms
of the performance called fo , thus, the objectives should.
be rated "good" or "excellent." In that the, conditions for)..
-the s.9cond 'objective are .not.stated, you .may prefer a7.rat1ng,
of "goOd."

6. Not .allipthe'objectives.specify a criteria for 'achievement..
The second and-seventh objectives do,not. contain any cri.
teria for achievement, and the fourth ,objective. has only a
statement about "acceptable standards." llith:threeout.of_
:eight objectives rift: meeting this standard, it is.probably.
no.3essary to rate the'objectives.as.:tair."-

7. For thbse objectives- in which the criteria 'for achievement
were clearly.state'd, the criteria, were reaiis,tic-i.n'terMs, of
tiwerformance required. However, ridtfrealistid for
object:iVe#4 in that the.phraAe 4"aeeeptable Standards"' is
:t.00 vague to qualifY..as,a statement of criteria-. Also the
criteria is not stateclin ttie second and.seVenthabjeetive.
Thus, this .,component .,will probably be rabed-4

9

,Those Criteria that are described are'.quite realistic in'terps
''of the CondLtions Thus, this component co4d,be
rated: "good'° ori.exe'ellerit." .Irlthat Some of 'the criteria
are' not,stated, you may want to rate this component "good."

Objectives r6'1.$ting to knowing and understanding are clearly.
givenn the set bf objectives. .Thus, the inclusion of cog-
nitive ddmain objectives could be rated "good" or'"excellent."



.

'

._--

*
ID: The/ Cognitive objectives -re chall qongin and require more

tpa..'mere'rell; thuis, t ey could ge rated-"qood" or "excel-

,.

lel
.

.
2.

. .

7 f

,
. . ,,

Theie is no'manipulative skill required-for learning about
job applications and interviews,*thus, this component is.no.t

.applicable. -

. . .

12.-6 As.thereare. no.psyphomoot 06dOctiveS, 11X's component is.
.'hot appIitablo.' 4

a.
A '\ J /. *,

, l'',.

13; lighile'objectives i4 and-#7Qre related to 4titudes and fee '--

ings, and..pre thus affective objectives, there are other
importantatitudes.that should have been mentioned in such
objectives,.and that are important in,aninterview situation-
courtesy; conftdence, hum y, etc. Thus, the affective

'domain objectives have b '.somewhat neglected and plerating
could be'."poOr" or "fair."

14. Jn,that the affective.doMain objectives do not really coven'
the requirements folikithe'interview situation, itip4probable
that this component 'will be rated as "poor" Or "fair.4'

I

15.H The criteria for'the.two affective objectives gives are not
clearand do not provide alternative wlys for studentsto

.demOnstrate the feelings /attitudes. Tfts,this component
could be rated Mone."
..

f.
16. Th =objectives are very poorly arranged in terms of logic

arr. equence:. They could'be arranged either in chronologi-
cal der that would require a sequqnce of. numbers .5.2 8 4 1

3 7.6; or they could be arranged,as, activities requiring
paper work leading to behavior, This'would give a sequence.
of numbers 5 2 8 6'4.1' 3 7. This component, therefore, would
need to be rated "none" 'or "poor.'

17. The sequenCe does not agovide for achieving enabling ob)ec,-.
tives befpre the. terminal one, as a whbile, ,therefore,.they'
need'to be-rated as "poor."

lat- Because the sequence is niot,logica.4tmr it will not facilitate
students' accomplishmlbnt of the objectives. Therefore,

this component needs to be rated as'"poot."
'

Section C: Tentative Personnel DeVelopment Plan
'Se

Your ten-6ativeplan should' have indicated the way or ways,.
whfCyou, would suggest'theteachet improve his/hercompetency in
the area of developing student_performance objetives, since
several items were ranked as only poor br.fair., Depen ng on,
your situation, several options ',for helping the teacher improve
his/her skill may be avkilaiple suchitts: fill.recommendi g appro-
priate portions of The'Center's per ofmance-based teas er_

. =
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.education- moduIr Drvelor -itudrnt 1i'r 1. rmcmne ,ect)w-s, modul-.

I1-2, (2) reading appropriate sertions.of Itohert Maqer's In
.enriLled,. PrepariraTnstTuctional obje.ctives, (1) worki

.

wdi

vidually with the. teacher to mprove weakiareas, (4). corducring.0
special innervice educatior . w)rks op on perf6rmance objectives to

tl.which you invite this teacherl, an (-5) provi di nq other reference.
materials.includinq well-wri ten- SamiLle objectives.

The post-.observation conference with the teacher should'
oceur ao soon is pos4ble after the assessment., and should he
(.-_oliducted in 71 positive am* helpful mannqr. The teacher should
not simply be' given a.written copy of the:assessment without.any
discussiOn. The postTobservation conference always result

some agreed upm steps for improving the.-techers Competency
'in areas found to be tweA.

LEVIZ7I7')I-ERPORMANC: Your checklist evaluatiRrof the perfor-
marice oh should Match closelY the trtOclel chackliqt; your
written copments and tentative personnel development plan should
cover thesomemajor points as the model comments and model! plan.
If you missed some points or have questionsapout any additional
points you made, review the material in tthe information .sheets,
or check with your resources person if neceSSary..

r

If you wish to experience the irileraction that occurs. -
during an assessment'disCuossion between.a supervisor
and a teacher, Complete the following activities:

Use th#,"Estimate'of Performance,' pp. 97-98, to-
rate your ability to employ Simulation techniques._

Arrange for a group of 374 peers to role-play
supervisors whO are assessing your ability to
employ simulationtechniques..

Ask.your resource person. to observe ydur demon-
stration of simulation techniques and the
cussion which follows. Or, meets with your
resource person to discuss libW you felt during
the peer observation of; your perfSrmance and h w
the follow-up conferenCe worked.

Give .each peer and your resource person a copy
of the ."Teacher Performance .Assessment Form,"-.
.pp. ,997105, to (.1se in assessing:your per.formance.

,

95
9 9IJ
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.00

AIM

In a qimulatea situation, present a brief lesson
employing simula:tion techniques to,,the' group of
peers.

A

Meet with'your -peers to discuss your performdlInce,
'and' Any differences between your estimate 6f".
performance and their assessment of yourperfor-
mafte.

41k
4

You mq wish to arrange throligrfleour iesoUrce person
.to.intview a vocational administrator, or supervisor
who has)peen successillly appraising the personnel
deVelorpopt needs of his/her vocationAl teachers: -At
this meeting, you may wishAo discuss hot "the adminis-
tratdr.or supervisor prepares ,for, and:'conducts obser-
vations of teachers.. YoO.May also wish-to discuss .t.re-TD
types' f AnStruments-fie/she uses in assessing teache
per rmances, and the types:of pe,Nonnel developm
14.3 s. for imp meriting skills that he/She suggests.

96
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Name
z Date

ESTIMATE OF' PERFORMANCE

Employ Simulation Techniques

(Module C-51

Directions: The follOwing'tasks describe several of the performance componentioeCessary
to effectively employ simulation techniques.in an actual teachiPg situation. Using thc de-

m'motions lot each level of performance given below, you are to respond to several items n
the opposite page. F rest, please study the definitions below.,

4

Poor \. You are unable to periurm thr task, or have only
very limited ability to perform

Fair. You are unable to perform thii task n an acceptable
manner, but have some ability to perform its .

Good. You are able to perform this task in an acceptable
manner

Excellent You are able to perform this task in a very effective
rnionner .

Mai

Now, please respond to each of the items by chtscking (1,7 I your level of performance.

11.

Developed Is;

.3.

nos iceerren grow vcicomoiv4 sioucorioN

allifinargrejus omo
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A: At this time, how_w11 can you lierform lemon utel
the following tasks?

I. Develop simulation situations which and in
the achievement of Student per lorpiance
oblectives . .

r.
7. Develop simulation situations which reprelent

aspects of !eat life .

Develop simulation situations which need
students' needs, interest's, and 1rluhtros .

4. Orient students to simulation experiences

5. Serve as a teSOUtteletsuit 104 Snillndtion
experiences

6. Develop role-playing activities which aid in
the ,schieveinent of student per formality
obiectives

/. 7. Develop role- playing activities which need
'-students' needs, interests, and abilities

8. Orient siudelits to role-playing activities

9. Direct role-playing activities which lead
toward a positive conclusion

10. Serve as a resource person for role-playing
activities

Level of Performance

Poor Pelt
4.

Eicot
Good, ten

B. How many times have you &reedy employed simulation techniques in en actual
teaching (formal classroom) situation? r

0

1 3

6

7 9

10 or more

C. At this time, how well do you feel You could employ..simIlatiOn techniquesin
an actual teaching situation? (Consider all of the tasks involved.)

1
Poor

Pair

.
'Good

Excellent
.ro

98.
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